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Rec ent -_ rap e
cas e clos ed

. DUELING SWO~DSMEN

By l\lary Tamer

--Durham Police have closed
the acquaintance rape case of
October 29, citing that a second in-depth interview with_
the victim determined that a
crime did not occur.
. ..None of the elements
necessary to prove any type of sexual assault were present,"
said Captain Michael_Golding
of Durham Police. "The case is
closed."
According to police reports
of last week, the incident involved a
19-year-old woman who had
left a UNH frafemityparty with
the alleged perpetrator. The

,
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UNH Fencing Club members practiced "for last weekend's teain competition tournament
(Mark Miller.photo)

Park ing proble.ms addr essed

alleged attacker was not a UNH
student or_a member of the ,
fraternity.
The name of the fra,ternity
that held the Saturday night
party has still . not been released by police, but an investigation is on-going as to
whether state and university
laws were upheld.
Golding said that "the fraternity issue still needs to be
resolved" though there is no
specific date when the matter
will_ be closed.
"We would like to resolveit ·
· as soon as possible," he said.

SCO PE and MUS O
to reall ocate dutie s
By Terri Danisevich -

In a unanimous decislon wh,ich concerts ...Agents would
·sunday, the ,Studep.t Senate _ call us (MUSO), and· the ptoBy Sarah Merrigan
,__ approvec;J a proposal that will ductlomvowd be too big for the
_ On Friday, November 3, the able is currently four to one. As Roger Beaµ.doin felt the ·situ- reallocate the respons-tbpities · MUB," Lear said. Agents would
Executive Committee oi) Park- a rest,tlt,Jock~yi_n.g for ~pace _in : aµq9'·,tn :,1_,~-lot w~ ~Ill~~~g .••,,~,ofMfilSO-fifhe Memorial Union ~- , th~n" call SCOPE, who would
ing met 1n the . Presicie'ii"P s ·A-lotlias_become JI{ore difficult that should be studied closely student _o~g~ization) and , tell·the_agents that the producConference room in,Thompson than in past years.
in ~:>r<ler_to prevent a recur- . ·scoPE(Stude~ tCommitteeon tion was too small for the field
to
made
being
are
Efforts
house. Then the ag~nts would
Hall.
rence in the future. At this Popular Enttrtainment) .
The-Committee , chaired · move some cars to other lots on :point in ~e. however, he felt According to Jonathan ~all MUSO back.
, Garthwaite also_stressed
by Executive Vice President ·campus that have spaces avail- that the situation was ~me- Garthwaite, student Activity
Gus Kinnear and represented able. An' unsuccessful attempt thing the University will Just Fee chairperson, the new plan the ·n~d for ..more consistent
by various groups on campus, was made to persuade students have to -live -with.
will effectively define the roles programming." It is important
discussed ways to alleviate the holding A-lot permits to return
Qf the two organizations. Now for "the same people to deal
committh~
to
According
curre·n t parking .problem, -and these in exchange for a $10.00 tee,anotherma Jorconce~was _ both organizations know ex- .with agents."
According to Garthwaite,
possibly revise policy so as to refund and a Data General the hnpact the constructl~n ?L actly what is expected ofeach
new guidelines were initithe
·
group.
will
lighten the burden in future permit.
the new student housing
The committee state,d they · have on parking.
ated by a special committee of
years.
According to Garthwaite,
One concern addressed by were currently looking to move
Victor Azzi, Director of MUSOwillnow beresponsible the_StudentActivit y.F eeCounell set up several months ago to
the committee was the pr~b- some students to Lots E and Campus Planning, _informed foidai:krooni training, arts and
plan the fate of the two organilem of overcrowding in A-lot -El, which have some spaces the committee that there would lectures, and the film series.
this semester. The ratio of available.
be a temporaiy loss of7 l spaces They will no longer be zations.
Chief ?f University Police in ~-lot during construction. responsiblefor anyofthemusic
Garthwaite added that .. the
permits iss1,1ed to spaces availstep (orMUSO and SCOPE
next
featured
programs
Once the plans are approved, and comedy
submit their concepts to
·to
is
the-MUB.
in
begin
could
A-lot
on
impact
the
SCOPE, which in the past SAFC and the Student Senas soon as riext semester. Once
constru_ctlon is completed, re- produced . mainly large-scale ate." (A concept ~s statement
lated Azzi, there will be room to shows, will now be responsible- · of what a certain organization .
_a dd I 05 new spaces in A-lot, for all music and comedy pro- will provide . for the _student
_
~y.)
some _o f which will replace the gramming. _
take
would
Nonnallythese
·
Carla Anderson, MUSO
71 lost spaces.
tpis
it
in
but
fall~
next
effect
that
said
manager,
business
Along with the conStrnccase the new concepts will begin
tlon of the new student hous- the structure of the organizaing, a -300 space ,lot ~l be tions needed to change be- January first. "Brian McCabe
created. It has not been deter- cause of the "organizational and the business managers (of
mined who will park in ~is process.", ..In the past there SCOPE and MUSO) will then
was a lot ofoverlapping' ofwhat reall9cate funds (for program,
new lot.
The committee planned to ~ we (MUSO) could do, and what ming), added Garthwaite.
Lear believes ' the new
studyfurtherth eparkingsitu- _ they(SCOPE)sh ouldbedoing,"
changewillhel pthetwogroups
ation here on campus. Dr. she added.
Margi Lear, MUSO presi- work together, ~instead of
Kinnear emphasized that they
working against each other."
are trying to look at what will dent, said that in the past,
.. Hopefullywith this change
which
to
as
arose
·
confusion
Un,iversity.
best serve-the
The University would like organization would put on - it will get everyone back on
their feet," added Lear. ,
1to discourage driving on campus, thus reducing the num,,,
,her of cars vying for spaces.
The University would also
like to clarify policies as to
whom should park where on
·- camp-us. The committee
·planned to meet again in De- _
cember to renew more 4ata,
·
A~ny
for
The lack of parking.continue• to be problem
etclosertosome
andhopefullyg
photo)
Parnham
(Mike
commuters.
· 1ot
solutions.
.
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MiniStry members lnix and mingle
·ey Kim Armstrong
Paul Murphy-Geiss sat comfortably in the multi-colored
orange chairwith his guitarre$ting agatn,st the waUnext to him.
He wore a, pin-striped oxford
shirt-With jeans and boat shoes.
His friendly smile, accented by
his brown mustache, · invited
anyone to talk or listen.
The house had a relaxing
atmosphere to it, with old wornin furniture _and a fireplace ih
the middle of the living room.
Paul' introduced old faces . to
,new ones and started the church
servi~e with a prayer. There
were 10 in all for the worship
· and fellows~ip service ' that
pary.icular Sunday night.
The- United Campus Ministry to UNH does not provide the
typical religious setting. Paul
did not represent the steroetypical minister with a black and
white coUar. Yet his purpose,
and the purpose of the l!linistry, were the same as any religious gathering: to proclaim and
enact the Gospel so that Christian faith may be strengthened,
-and ·lives ll!ay be dedicated to
· Christ and . the buildihg up of
Christ's kingdom.
·
United Cainpus Ministry,
known as Waysmeet Protestant
Student Center at UNH, focuses
in on the mainline Protestant
religion. Waysmeet raises questions and seeks meaningful
answersin conjunctionWilli the
U~iv~rsity c?~unity conc.ei:n,-

I

'

ing issues that impinge upon was the thing to do or they were "They're not open to debate." trating on one trip during spring
both perso11al lives and people obligated to go with their fam- Because of this belief, she felt · \ break.
everywhere of faith, justice, Uy. Now in college, they can do that her religious beliefs didn't
~ Their main goal, he said, is .
what they want.
and conscience.
coincide with those that she to plan a trip that will combine
.
Most of the students in- . grew up with (Catholism). She a little furt with the experience
"We appeal to middle of the
, road and iiberal students," for , volved were involved in -t heir . was turned off to other reUg- of something a little different.
the most
churches at .home, said ~ons, and this contributed to Some possibilities are visiting
part, said Murphy-Geiss. Both Murphy-Geiss. Although they her lack of knowledge about New York City, attending the "
he and his wife Gail were or- only have about eight to ten in Waysmeet. different shelter~ offered for
dained in the United
But for those streetpeople. They would also
Methodist Church.
interested in continu- visit the Covenant House, a
"We appeai to middle of the
They also seive as _
ing or starting their shelter for runaways. Spendroad and liberal students,"
chaplains to the
faith, or just need a ing time to see what type of
·University and have
place ,to relax and .outreach programs there are in
-Paul Murphy-Geiss
been here for three
study, · anyon·e can the cit:-y would be the ·~main
years.
attendance each week, he said - use the house at any time be- focus, he said.
·
According to Murphy- involvement has gone up since tween nine in the morning and
Waysmeet also sponsors
Geiss, there is a ·worship/fel- thefrrstyearhewashere, where nine at night. There is a kitchen other special programs and
lowship gatherin__g eveiy Sun- only four and five people were available for use and a living events scheduled for fall and
day night at 7:00. ·The gather- showing up for meetings.
room for studying or just relax- spring semesters, said Murphying includes 15 to 20 minutes
Geiss. November7 and 14 they ·
"When people invite others ing, said Murphy-Geiss.
of informal worship, scripture to join," that is the best way to
The Waysmeet Protestant will be having programs on
readings, prayers, and song, find interest~d people, said StudentCenterislocatedright · Homosexuality . anq · -theand then a fun ·a ctivity after- Murphy-Geiss. "That's the most nexttothecampus,acrossfrom ·church: a response that exward. They started off the year effectiveway... to bring someone C Lot. · It is an ecumenical presses Christ's principleswith a picnic, and have had new in."
ministry supported by The not the prejudices of the world.
movie, games, and bowling
Hill agreed. "Posters don't. United Church of Christ, The There will be flyers up around
nights.
·
describe how it is," she said. United Methodist Church~ The cainpus .about .,. the different
"We open it up to students "Religion isn't necessarily the Presbyterian Church (USA), events and a brochure can be
to see what theywant to plan," way it is, it's how you live your The American Baptist Church, found .in the CommulerTranssaid Murphy-Geiss..
and The Society ofFrienqs (The fer · Center · in the Memorial
life."
. "It's a nice program," _s aid
Isabel Pedraza, a second Quakers). Other funding comes Union Building.
Anne Hill, a 24-year-old fresh- semester junior, didn't know from local churches, but the
Both the Rev. Gail Murphyman. "It's not that long and · anything about .the organiza-- Centeris not supported bythe Geiss ' and the Rev . . Paul
there are fun things to do."
_tion. .she also said she didn't University due to the laws of Murphy-Geiss also provide
Hill be,l ieved religi_o n is know -many people that be- separating church and state, short-term personal, crisis, .
pretty "lax" around campus, longed to those (religious) or- ·s aid Murphy-Geiss.
relational ~swell as pre-marl_.
mostly because stµdents find ganizations on campus.
Funding is veiy tight right tal, and voactional counseling
free(iom when they come to
i-People who are religious· now, according . to Murphy-· and dev.e\<?P special prog~s
college~ Growirig up,' said Hill, have
·of ideas that . they Geiss. Normally they plan a ·in ....coop~,ration with meµiben:,
kids went to church because it don't want to eliange," she·said. retreat ln. the fall.and th,e spring, of the religious and academic
but this vear they are concen- communities.

a ·set
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Catholic bishops to
· discuss AIDS .
Baltimore (AP) -The nation's Roman
Catholic l>ishops are gathering here to grapple
with such dM~ive issues as.AIDS, abortion arid the ·
conflict in the Middle East. The bishops are
electing a new president of the National Confer:ence at Catholic Bishops a! the four-day mee~ng
that began yesterday. Archbishop Daniel E. J;>ilarczyk of Cincinatti, conference vice-president, is
expected to be elevated to the presidency, succeeding Archbishop John L. May o( St, Lotus.
Nh1e archbishops are vying for the vice
presidency. The bishops celebrated a bicentennial
mass yesterday in the Basilica of the Assumption,
the nation's oldest cathedral, marking the 200th
anniversary: of the establishment of the Diocese of
Baltimore and the appointment ofRev. John Car~
roll, on Nov. 6, 1789, - as the first US Catholic
bishop.

, NY drug seizure :may \

reach value of $lb
New York (AP) - The street value of the
city's largest drug seizure could reach nearly $1
· billion by the time federal a.gents finish digging
cocaine from hundreds of drums in a warehouse,
a drug agent said yesterday.
· The work, which began with the raid of a
two-story warehouse last Friday in Queens, resmried Sunday. The coeaine was buried beneath
a caustic powder inside drums marked poison.

~DA plans to ~urb

.drug used in pork
New .York (AP) -The Food ,and Drug Ad.:·
ministration plans to ban or imMse severe d95age
limits on a sulfa drug used widely in pork and daiiy
farmers because of studies showing thatthe drug,
sulfamethazine, causes cancerous tumors in rats
and mice.
The New York Times reported Sunday that
the FDA would take certain action within the six
months, but said that both drug and animal indus-tries were primed to protest the probable ban.~
.
-

Pianist Vladilllir
-Horowitz dies
New York -Vladimir Horowitz, the Rus-sian born pianist, died of a heart attack at his home
, on Sunday at the age of 85. His last public performances were in the spring of 1987 in Berlin, Hamburg ' and Amsterdam. . The year before he had
returned to Moscow for the first time in 61 years for
an .emotional concert shown on Aµterican television.
His final American performances were in
the fall of 1986, when he played at New York's
Lincoln Center. Mr. Horowitz was the ·model for a
generation of pianists and the higl_!est-paid classical pianist in the world. "He was not only a super
pianist,. but a super musici~n with all the mortal
fallibilities such geniuses have," Leonard Berstein
wrote.
·
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Plan is .P roposed f ()r
saving·US Woodlands :
Medford - Environmentalists called on ·
•natiol!al and local government Sunday to start
planning now to protect the region•~ disappearing
forest and to map out growth in their own communities. A US Department of Agriculture report on
woodlands in northern New England and New
York was discussed Sunday at Tufts University.
"All of us reached the conclusion that the
northern forests aren'tjust a local issue for four
states," said Nancy W. Anderson, the.,...environmental director for the Fletcher School of Law and
·Diplomacy at Tufts. Strategies for preserving the
land, eighty-five percent of which is privately
owned, were proposed.
- ·

Pease ·hazardous waste
cleanup begins
.
Newington -'- An engineering firm -is expected to begin excavation this week of 23-acre
landftll at the Pease Air Force ·Base. ,. It is the starj:
of the cleanup of 22 hazardous waste sites identified on the base. The landfill is the.largest of the
sixforiner landfills. It contains potentially hazardous material, but is no longer being used.
The work will involve .excavating and 'remo~g drums containing materials which the Air
Force has yet to identify. Aspokesperson at Pease
said the drums may contain industrial waste, or
nothing at all.
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Peo ple rai se fun ds
by ser vin g tim e ;
By Jonatha n Arthur

Last Friday 26 people rector for Hunter,. was at the
' " served time -behind bars in the event because she has a family
member with heart problems .
Memoria l Union Building .
They were not' there be- From inside the jail she raised
' cause they had to be. They money by calling people she .
were raising money for the knew over the phone.
On the center table there
America n Heart Associati on. .
apples, cookies, popcorn
were
.
mema
Bruce Girouard ,
for people who were·
juice
and
his
and
eta,
KappaTh
Phi
ber of
girlfriend Tracy Pendleto n were intereste d in dropping in.
. On tables througho ut the .
the key .figures behind planthere were handout s and
rooni
ning the whole event.
In one comer
Earlier in the semester they informat ion.
sent out letters to promine nt satBarba ra.Caban agh, a nurse
people in the universit y .com- \ from Health Services who took
munity such as hall directors blood pressure s and _g ave adand administ rators. Bail was vice about heart healthy living.
Heartpro blemsare notone
set at $100 for each voluntee r. ·
main · concerns of stuthe
of
time
The prisoners .t hen served
dents on ·campl.}.s, said Cauntil the bail was met: ,
-~Studen ts gave the·- major- . banagh. Shesaid thatnotm any
ity o( pledges and · the m_o st students are concerne d with
money," said Hall Director their heart in this stage in their
Annie Brabazo n about efforts life. But, she said .. the best way
to raise her bail. Raising money to prevent the effects of [heart]
. for the America n Heart Asso- disease is fo start earlier."
Doctors are fmding more
elation is a good cause, she
young people with cholester ol
.said.
The main reason that Gir- problems because of the junk
ouard planned the event was food they eat, Cabanag h said.
that his father died this sum- .. It is an age when you think
mer bf a heart attack...He died you are immortal ," she said.
Art Hickman , a member of
. the night before my birthday, "
commun ity service comthe
he said.
for Phi Kappa Theta was
mittee
father
his
ately
Unfortun
smoked heavily .a nd had high very positive about the whole
cholester ol. His fatherwa s only effort. ..I think we will dowell,"
,
forty-one years old. My father he said. ·
raised one·
have
they
far
So
·
·
add
nap
a
take
to
laid down
· thousand seven hundred doldidn't wake up, said Bruce.
Suzanne Seplow, hall di- lars, ·accordin g to Hickman .
.. •,·.·.·.·,•,·.•.·-:-:;:::;::::::;::::::-:•·······
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Heaps of'.. litter

are incinera ted dally to keep the campus clean. (Don Carlson photo)

Ga rba ge pos es cam pus pro ble in

Cans and boxe s are clutte ring up unive rstty grou nds
By Jonatha n Arthur

Through out the year, trash Lavoie said. The people pickcan be seen blowing around ing it up are . gardener s and
the campus while piles of beer road workers. Instead of doing
their job, these workers are
cans sit under windows .
Not only is trash around , picking up other peoples' garthe dumpste rs a problem, trash bage, he said.
around dorms. is an eyesore, · · . Geny Sanders, a housesaid Ron Lavoie, manager of keeper who has worked in
Grounds ' and Roads for the Williams on and the Minidorm s,
' said that the litter problem was
universit y.
la.vole explaine d that over- even worse before the univerflowing dumpste rs are caused sity fined _individu al dorms.
.· by student s throwin g out Weekend parties create a lot of
mass~s of· be~i cans,. pizz,a . p ~ boxes and beer cans in
boxe~ ~d other garbage from addition to what students throw
their room~ over the weekend . out when they clean their
He describe d the litter in other rooms, she said.
. Now, if the Grounds and
places around campus as, ,.A
tradition that is hard to break." Roads workers have· to spend
minutes in an
Marc Potter, a junior at , more than a
UNH, said that tl;le litter prob- area, they will charge the stu. lem could be prevente d if the dents in the dorms for 'their
universit y had more trash cans extra work time, said Lavoie. If
. around. But, he said, ·utter is the garbage is really bad, tlie
there because, "People figure workers will call the RA of the
someone else 1¥ill pick lt up." dorm -and tell them to pick it
The universit y spends ap- up, he said.
. Bob Bennett, a gardener
proxima tely sixty thousan d
Grounds and -R~ds, said
for
litter
up
picking
year
a
dollars
on campus. This does not ev~n that one of the problems is that
include the cost of picking up student s don't fill the
trash from the dumpste rs, said dumpste rs evenly. - He has
found many dumpste r full in
Lavoie.
Several morning s a week fhe front and overflowing onto
the Ground and 'Road crews go the ground with the back of the
dumpste r complete ly empty.
out for a
A large perceqta ge of the
few hours arid pick up trash,
is deposited on Sunday,
trash
to
accordin g to Lavoie. Having
Students all want ·
Lavoie.
said
after
,
up
pick
students hurt~ the morale of to clean their rooms and take
. out the trash on the same day
the workers, he said.
of the week, he said.:
snotemTheuruv ersitydoe
ploy people to pick up trash,

few

The garbage crews have
emptied a dumpste r in · the
1
evening and found it overflow- ·
ing before the following noon,
Lavoie said.
_ Geny Sanders said that
there will always be a percentage of students -that leave·the ir
trash around. ,.A lot of people
don't care," she said.
Sanders did suggest that
the universit y put trash con..
jaine~ .closer to the buildings .
They niightals o put them inside the building s in ·m ore locatlons, she said.
Larger dorms have more of
a problem, said Sanders. "'Ifs
harder to catch who is making
the mess," she said.
Food being thrown'around
in. addition to garbage is a
problem, said Potter. Students
.take food out o_f the dining halls
and .throw it around, but the
squirrels doa pretty good job of
picking it up,. he said.
Potter ·suggest ed that
rather than taking a punitive
approac h towards students
wholitter , the:,u niversity should
educate students to the .fact
that this.campus is their home · ·
during . most of the year and
that they should by to keep it
·
clean.
"Don't Litter. . .It's Your
<;ampus, " was a pqster heading that Potter suggeste d.
Maybe workers shouldn 't
pick up the trash for a.while so
that students will have to look
at it, Potter said.

tud ent s cele b·r ate Rus sia n cult tire
sted,Russiar.i food and listen ed to Russ i.a n musi c
By Robert Sargent
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Over · 150 people mingled the Dobroslo vo students who culture."
As for the· food provided,.
insideof SmithHa lllastThu rs- have visited the Soviet Union.
said, .. It's great. Ive
Andosca
Senior Kim Phillips said "'I
day for "A Night of Russian
it . before, but · it
eaten
never
bad
of_
lot
a
are
think . there
Culture."
l.•·
wonderfu
tastes
ptions
misconce
and
The event, ,o rgan-i zed by the attitudes
a senior,
Brawn,
Jason
Union.
Soviet
the
ig
con~emµ
the
stuqents of ·Dobroslo vo,
s."
"'deliciou
was
it
said
Russian Honors Society, con- · We want to educate others
The food selection s insisted of food, music and Rus- through our own experien ces."
Bliny; a Russian panclm;led
presslide
the
to
Referring
sian cartoons on a television .
a Siberian meat
Pel'Meni,
cake;
sca
araAndo
,JuniorK
entation
evethe
of
The highlight
1
1
1
4
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__
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W .ORLD
East Germans still ,
crossing borders

NEWS
Japanese leader
pro111otes build~p .

TV sho.w host runs for
president in· Brazil

Sao Paulo - In two weeks the Brazilians
Pomezi, Czechoslovakia- East Germans
will be going to the polls to choose a ·president for
are taking advantage of a tenworruy easing of
the first time in ·29 years. Though 22 candidates
travel restrictions · by_ pouring across the
have been campaigning for the first round of the
Czechoslovak-West German- border Sunday by
presidential campaign, polls indicated that. the
train, bus and car. , .The East Berlin mayor,
runoffwould certainly 1:>e 'a battle. between a socialist
m~anwhile, said a proposal for permanent travel
.
and a conseivative.
laws would be soon be .p ublished.
Now it appears, however, that ideologies
Thousands of German refugees waited in
are less important than personalities. Last week,
lines that stretched as long as 6 miles at the five
Silvio Santos, a wealthy presenter of television
highway crossings between Czechoslovacia and
··shows, appeared among the candidates. He claims
West Germany. "It's bad that all these young
he knows nothing about 'politics and has no
people are leaving," said Manfred Ffotzner, an
proposals, but he knows he is popular among the
East German Communist Party member who
urban poor. The first Gallup poll issued since he
dropped off his 25-year-old son at the border. The ·
entered the race showed Santos leading with 29
West German Interior Minister spokesman
reported.on Sunday that total of 12,550 refugees ~- percentofvotersympathy, against 18.6percentfor
his nearest .rival.
have crossed into Bavaria since the East German ·
leader, Egon Krenz, announced the temporruy
relaxation of travel restrictions on Friday night.

Tokyo (AP)-Prime MinisterToshikiKaifu
told thousands. of sailors yesterday thafJapan
needs to solidify its defenses as the Soviets improve
their forces and regional conflicts persist. Kaifu,
who is also a commander of the 270,000-member
Japanese Self~Defense Force, was at a navy review
on the force's 35th anniversary.
· In I._, his speech, Kaifu acknowledged
progress in disarmament talks between the United·
States and the Soviet Union. However, he added,
"The international . situation still remains
complicated and fluid.

a

-

Israeli Cabinet agrees
to _s t~t dialogues
Jerusalem-The Israeli Cabinet yesterday·
accepted Secretruy of State James Baker 3d's
framework - for starting dialogue with the
Palestinians. They wanted to be sure, however,
that these talks excluded the Palestinian Liberation
Organization. Only three hard-line members of
the Likud bloc, the · dominant partner of the
.· coalition government voted against this.
Prime Minister Yitzak Shamir, leader of
the Likud, said that his party ~ent a long way in
order not to reject any chance of moving forward .
with the United States, whilejiolding firm to ··
·principles." Peres and Rabin found no opposition
among Labor members of the cabinet.

Prelate decries El ·
Salvador blast·

San Salvador (AP)- El Salvador's Roman
Catholic Churcli accused right-wing death squads
SundayofresponsibilityforfastTuesday"sborribing
of a union headquarters th~t killed nine persons . .
During his homily yesterday, Archbishop Arturo
Athens-The conseIVative New Democracy · , Rivera y Damas · said the church'.s Legal
Guardianship Office believed-the "ominous death
:earty led in national elections Sunday but narrowly
squads" were responsible for the bombing.
missed in the parliamentary majority, throwing
He called for an "in-depth investigation to
Greece into its second period of political uncertainty
put an end once and for all to these massacres."
·
in five months._
President Alfredo Cristiani, _while admitting
With .86.3 percent of the votes ·c ounted,
New Democracy needed 151 seats in the 300-seat . Saturday that the union bombing may have been
the work of a right-wing death squad,.. denied that
single-chamber Parliament to control the
the government was behihd it.
government. For the past eight years Greece has
been govern~d by the socialists. A tough period of
b;ri-gatning is expected t<? begin shortly on forming
a new goveminent. The leading parties are widely
divided over such issues as economic policy and the .
, ~•
presence of US mflitary'bases in Greece.

·No overall winner forthe .Greek elections

•q

SENATE .PAGE
Bills Passed:
- _
X144: Be it enacted_byth~ Stl.ldent Senate of the
UniverSity of New Hampshire to approve the proposal for
the reorganization of MUSO and SCOPE Xl-45: J3e it enacted by the St~dent Senate of the
University ofNew·Hampshireto . approve the Debate
Society Concept for the fiscal year 1990-1991. .
Xl,-46: Be it enacted by the Studen.t ,·S-e nate 9f the
University of New Hampshir~ to approve 'the Granite
·
·Concept for the fiscal year 1990~ 1991.
The Special Interest Housing Theme Pr<>posals are
,
due Nov., 13.
Just a reminder that Winter Ban ·is in effect, No parki.ng between the hours of 1-6AM anywhere
on campus. ·If you have questions can Rice House at .862-1010. Find.o~t where you .can PARK!!

or call at 862-1494
Questions? Comments? Come to theSenate Office _
',·\
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Cale nda r

Relaxa tion works hops offered
By John Doherty
So your weekend ha$ into students' usual means of
,
stretched unchecked into mid- relaxation.
"What are some of the
week, you·re begining to realize that maybe you can't sleep· things you do to relax?" asked
through two weeks ofCalculus Gildea-Dinzeo.
"Exercise," someone piped.
lectures and still pass the test, .
, "Listen to music."
you've got a two dollar hair cut,
"Massage." ·
you're thinking that ifyou save
Many UNH students can
ten minutes ·by not shaving
and brushing only your front id~ntlfy with these age ·old reteeth you can get your term laxation techniques.
"1be problem is," pointed
paper typed and then, maybe,
just maybe, you won't be back out Gildea-Dinzeo, " is that,
home next semester waiting . though these methods )VOrk
tables at Hany·s Truck Stop. most of the time, sometimes
when we are experiencing some
You've got problems.
• ·Everyone needs-to ·relax. stress, they no longer work." '
/
Gildea-Dinzeo suggested
Everyone needs to take some
time out~ release some ten..: three techniques for relaxation
sion, so they can return, with that take minimal time and
renewed energy, to their mis- provide a physical and mental
, erable little world of deadlines sense of refreshment.
The first technique was
, and hopelessly impossible
tasks ..
simple; it involved sitting cross_ .Health SeIVices ' may j ust . legged with a straight back and
have the solutfon. · They are concentrating on breath{ng
sponsoring workshops and deeply.'Oddly enough, the techlectures to promote stress nical term for this techniques
management and relaxation is called "deep-breathing"!!!!!
Two other techniques,
techniques.
· "We all need to know how massage and "unguided fanato relax," said Kathleen Gil- tasy", were also explored. The
dea-Dinzeo of Health Setvices. male journalist politely declined
Gildea-Diilzealed a work- the hand massage, just to be ·
shop Monday night in the safe.
lounge .at ·Randall Hall. The
- Many participants testified
workshop was attended by 13 to the effectiveness of hand
relaxation-starved . women, massage.
some of whom wore fuzzy Pink
"'lb.e hands are an extremly
, Panther slippers, and one tense part of the body, "said .
slightly disorlented male jour- Gildea-Dinzeo. "Partially benalist.
cause they are so, often utllGildea-Dinzeo inquired ized. 'fyping, writingandother
activities are all major stres-

sors on the hands."
The hand massage consists
of a period of warming up the
4ands by rubbing them gently.
Then, a firm circular motion on .
the pahn of the hand serves_to
loosen the tensec;llnuscles. The
masseuse then rolls each individual finger between their own.
"Wow, that feels great, "
commented more_ than one
participant
"Unguided fanatasy", arguably. the most anticipated
portion of the workshop, concluqed the program.
Unguided fantasy involved
laying flat on one's back, stressing and releasing different
muscle groups and visulaizing
a favorite, relaxing scenario.
also serve
Unguided fantasy
to remedy sleep problems as it
sets both the mind and body at
ease, according to GildeaDinzeo.
At the end of November,
Health Services will be running
a three part series on topics
including stress management,
positive coping and relaxation
·
techniques.
The program was ' pre.ceeded and followed by brief
but colorful updates on Days of
Our Uves and G~al HospiApparently, General ,
tal.
Hospital's Gabby got off with a
surprisingly light sentence of
ten years, which she will ~pend in a half-way ho99.e . . Megan:; .it
seems, looks "awesome" in her
wedding gown.
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Tu~sday,Nov~mbe r7 ·

Election Day - No exams can ·be scheduled
Film - "Quilombo." Richards Auditoriu!Jl, Murkland, 8 p.m.
Wednesday, November 8
1

NH Outing Club Ski Sale - Huge savings on brand new & used
ski equipment. Skis, boots, bindings, poles (down hill & xcount:ry), clothing, accessories. Granite State Room, MUB, 9

a.m. to-6 p.m.
Women·s Studies Bag Lunch - Informal discussipns.
Hillsborough Room, MUB, noon to 1 ·p.m.
German Film Series . . "Peppermint Peace."
Auditorium, Murkland, 7 p.m.

Seminar- "Global WarmingAwareness .~, Film and lecture on
global warming. (Sponsored by. QAIA) Room 127, Hamilton
Smith, 7p.m..
Thursday, November 9

Women's Network Breakfast - "Empowering ·You:r;self' by
Francine S. Hall, Ph.D. Whittemore School of:Susiness. Carroll/
Belknap Room, MUB, 8 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. Information:
Women's Commission.
NH Outing Club _S ki Sale - Granite State Room, MUB, 9 am 6pm
Art Galleries .Brown Bag Series ·_ "Folk Elements of NH
Graveyards," David Watters~ Dept. ofEnglish~ PaulArts, noon.

American Studies Seminar - Barbara Ward, Essex Institute,
Salem, Ma, "Women·s _Property and Family Continuity in
Eighteenth-Century New England,",, Hill~boi-ough ~OOID:, fdUB,
12:30p.m.
U.S. Air Force W9(Xlwind Quintet - Master Class, Bratton
Recital, Paul Arts, 1 p.m. and Concert at 8 p.m.
Sidoi;-e Lecture Series - "American Fundamentalism in Latin
America," Daniel Levine, Prof. Political Science, University of
Michigan. Forum Room, Ubraty, 7:30 p.m.

■

Friday, November 10

■
■

University Holiday - Offices closed, Veteran's Day

■

■
■
■
■

•
•

Richards

NH Outing Club Ski Sale - Granite State Room, MUB, 10 am
-7pm
Men's Basketball - Iceland Olym. Field House, 7:30 p.m.
University Theater - "'lb.e Orestia." Johnson Theater, 8 p.m.
Saturday, November 11

NHOC Ski Sale - Granite State Room, MUB, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Football - vs. Rhode Island. Field House, ·12:30 p.m. , _
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Sunday~ November 12

MUSO Film - "Aliens." Strafford Room, MUB 7 & 9:30 p.m.

■

November 13-22

■

Preregistration for freshmen admitted Sept.' 1989 ·

.

Monday, ·November 13

■

'
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X-County Ski Clinic - Bill Kimball, Assistant UNH X-Count:ry Sld
Team Coach will present information on types of skis~ waxing
procedures, physical training and more. Sullivan Room, MUB,
7-9 p.m., free to NHOC members with membership card and $1
non-members.

Russian · Film Series - "Remember Your Name." Richards
Auditorium, Murkland, 6 p.m., $1 donation.
Tuesday, November 14

Asian Studies Seminar - Yutaka Yamamoto, Dept. of Philosoph
'"A Morality. Based on Trust: Some Reflections on Japanes
Morality." Hillsborough Room, MUB, 12:30 p.m. -
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On The Spot·
What woUid you do with-four pip~ cleaners and a h~ad of cabbage? ·

.. ""I'd ha~e dinner and make . a
little giraffe."

"Eat·them."

"I would eat the cabbage and
put the pipe cleaners· in my
pocket." ,

· Mike Vinsel
Jownalism
D.C.E..

Ellen Botshon
Communications
Junior

. :J

Ca[{for you.oraer:

it wi{{ be ready wlien you arrive!

. For Prompt Deliveries ...call~••·868-2224
. From s·:oOpm to Close
I
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Mike Olliver
English
Senior ·:· ) '•,.

;t.

"I'd probably s.t i~k them in the
ca~bage or something~" .

Janet Hugh~s
Engli~~
.,
Juniof
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CAREER
JOB SEARCH STRATEGIES WORKSHOP:
Sponsored by ·Career Planning & Placement
Services. Learn how to make the most of your
job se;;trching- there's more to locating a job
than looking through the want-ads! Tuesd~y,
November 7, Forum Room, Dimond Library, 45 p ..m.
INFORMATION ON TI-IE AC1UARIAL -PROFESSION: Sponsored by the Mathematics Departinent. Actuaries from UNUM Life Insurance Company, Portland, Maine_, will discuss
opportuµ_ities in and preparation for the actuarial field, the "number one" are for job satisfaction. Wednesday, November 8, Room KnM
308, Kings~wy Hall, 4: I 0-5 p.~.
· '
. SENIORORIENfATION SESSION: Sponsored
by Career Planning & Placement. Seniors! If
you haven't yet attended an Orientation, this
-is last chance.this semester. Meet deadlines
· for on...-c~pus recruiting in February.·. Tuesday, December 5, Forum Room, Dimond Library, 4 -6 .p.m. ·
·

Thenveibe
Sawyer photo)

GENERAL

Pollution hampers the ·
appearance- of UNH's
p~tine College Brook
By lshi Niyama Burdett

MOVIE NIGffD Sponsored by Hillel. "Frisco
Kid." Tuesday, November 7, Merrimack Room,
MUB, 6:30 p.m., free.
ACCOUNTING STUOENTS ASSOCIATION:
Speaker Joe Comeau, CPAfromArthur Anderson, speaking about business consulting.
Wednesday, November 8, Room 208, McConnell,_6:30-8:30 p.m.

HIV TESTING & COUNSELING: Anonymous
and confidential; available at the Office of
~ealth Educatlon & Promotion; Monday 9-3;
Tuesday 9-1. •Call X3823 for an appointment.
LESBIAN SUPPORf GROUPS: Meet in Resource Room, 249, Health Services. Tuesdays: 8-9 p.m., 4:30-5:30 p.m. (faculty &
Staff); Wednesdays: 12-l p.m. Information:
862-3823.
GAY SUPPORT GROUPS: Healtb SeIVices Tuesdays: 3-4 p.m., Conference Room, #201A;
Wednesdays: 5-6 p.m./8-9:30 p~m~. Confer-ence Room, ·#201A Information: 862-3823.
ACOA SUPPORT GROUP MEETING: Fridays,
Room 201A, Conference Room, 2nd Floor, 2nd
_F loor, Health. Service Center, 1-2 p.m.
MEETINGS

SfUDENTSCOALmONFOR1HEHOMELESS:
Interested in helping N.H. 's homeless though
various fundtaisers and helping out at shelters? Join us on Tuesdays, Room 42, Hamil, ton Smith, ·7 p.m. ,
·
LEISURE MANAGEMENT & TOURISM ASSO- '
CIATION (LMTA) MEE11NG-: Tuesday, Novem- .
her 7, Hillsborough Room, MUB, 1-2 p.m.
GREAT BAY FOOD COOP: A non~proflt organization selling gocxl food & personal car
products at good prtc~s. Wednesdays, Hubbard Hall, -Recreation Lounge, 4:30-7 p.in. ·

. Many people wonder, it's a fungus that's a common
GRADUATE srupENT ORGANIZATION SO- GAIA - PEOPLE FOR TI-IE ENVIRONMENT:
"What ts that green and brown indicator to polJ.utant loads iri
CIAL
EVENT: Sponsored _by Graduate Stu- ,t- The environment needs you! Join us and our
thing that sometimes runs from streams."
dent
Organization/Graduate
School. Light -campaign for campus-wide recycling, selfthe Dairy Barn, through the
. Bowden stressed that the
food and beverages. _Thursday, ,November 9, education on the incinerator, information onwocxls, _u nder the tracks, past firedepartnientisnottoblame.
Room 1925, Alumni Ceriter, 4:30-6:30 p.m., Seabrook Station and more! Wednesdays,
the frre station, behind the He said they might not even
for
all graduate ~tudents. ·
Belknap Room, MUB, 7 p.m.
MUB, and iilto Mill Pond? Is it know that the manholes lead
slime? Motor oil? Baby poop? to the brook.
MORTAR BOARD SPAGHETTI DINNER: All PEERSUPPORTGROUPFORSURVIVORSOF
_The leftovers from Philbrook
The stream also has a culchapter
members are invited to dhle and _so- SEXUAL ASSAULT: Sponsored by SHARPP~
Dinfng Hall?"
vert running underneath the
cialize:
Sunday,
November 19, Apt.12, Un- An on-going support group, confidential and
Wrong. It's College Brook, incinerator. Bowden said that
dergraduate Apartment Complex, 7 p.m., $2. free of charge! Meet on Wednesdays, MUB, 7inkling along like a giant, when -rain washes off toxic
-8 p.m: Infonnation: 862-2050 or 862-1743.
wounded blood sucker in debris _here it runs down the
CHILDREN'S
PERFORMANCE
OF
MOMIX:
search of nourishment. ·storm · sewers and could 'get
Ushers are· needed for MOMIX.-- Monday, No- EARTI-1. DAY 1990 MEETING: Sponsored by
But why is this "stream," into the water.
vember 20, 10 a.m., Johnson Theater. - Call Earth Day Coalition, The entire CanJ.pus is
whose central campus loca"This is an extremelycom862-3227 or stop in Celebrity Series office, urged to attend this important even.t. Wednestion should add to its beauty, mon problem s~n in urban
day, November 15, Room 135, Spaulding, 8
I 05 Huddleston.
so repulsive? The obvious arec;1s," Bowden said. "The sop.m.
answer could be pollution. If it lution to it is difficult. It would
MUBMINI-COURSE INSfRUCTORSNEEDED:
is indeed polluted, where does · have to ·be done on a case-byFor spring semester;---._New ide~s welcome UNH DEBA1E SOCIE'IY MEETING: . For all
the w~ste come from?
case basis."
·
have·
ftin
~,:id
earn
some
money
too!
Apply
at
members
and those wishing to Join, find out
"I imagine there's some
Asourcefrom the Grounds
Student ActMtles Programming, (862-1001), about on-campus debate, intercoilege debate,
-dumping going on, some from and Roads Department, -who .
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m., peadline - December I.
and speech competitions. Wedne~days, Room
Parsons (Chemisby) and some did not wish to be identified,
41, Hamilton Smith, 8 p.m.
fromSpaulding(LifeSciences), said ,"the colors (in the water)
under which the brook runs," - are coming from the heating . UNHCOLLEGEREPUBLICANSMEETING: Be
saidEnviroi;unentalConserva- plant upstream, the incinera' HEALTH
· involved in this political ·process and make a
tion Professor John Carroll.
tor."
LIQUOR
AND
YOUR
WVE
difference. Help bring speakers to UNH, atLIFE:
Tuesday,
"I've been here for I 6years.
Yet he 'insisted that the
November 7, Lord Hall, 7 p.m.
tend leadership seminars ihroughout the
I've seen it tum various colors brook is not polluted, accordNortheast
and meet interesting people. Thursand so forth," he said.
ing to tests that the depart.
days,
Room
.1 9, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m.
MASSAGE
W9RKSHOP:
Tuesday,
November
Professor Breck Bowden, menthas conducted in the past.
7,
Gibbs
Hall
8:30
p.Iil.
·
curriculum coordinator for "We have no idea why_the inALPHA ZETA MEETING: Will be discussing
Water Resource M~agement, cinerator changes the water's
BE1WEEN
YOU
AND
ME:
A
Thanksgiving,
program
on
relaChristmas caroling and the _
often uses the brook-for ex- color," he said..
tionships.
_
initiation
Wednesday,
dinner.
Question, call Lisa CarpenNovember
8,
3A,
Wilperiments in Forest _Resource · Bowden also attributes the
liamson,
7
p.m.
ter,
862,.5595.
Monday,
November 13, Room
501, a , class he teaches. He discoloringofthewatertomotor
202, Kendall, 7 p.m.
said there are manholes out- oil ·and tire rubber from park- _side the Durham Fire Station inglotsandfertilizersfromplayEATING DISORDERS: Wednesday, November
GLOBAL WARMING : FILM AND LECTURE:
which ·drain ihto culverts of ing fields. "By the time you get
8, Scott Hall, 8:30 p.m.
November 6-12 is Global Wctrming Awareness
the brook.
down to Mill Pond the cumula:"I feel certain that the_grey tive effect is overwhelming," he
ALCOHOJ:;ICS ANONYMOUS MEETINGS:· Week. _ Film and lecture by Prof. Barret and
you see in the: brook is soap said.
Closed meeting - open to those "who have a Prof. Harris. Wednesday, November 8 / Rni.
suds from the frremen wash. Originating near the Daiiy
desire to stop drin-king" only; closed Step - 127~ Hamilton Smith, .7 p.m.
ing their trucks," said Bow- Barn, the brook flows through
meeting on Friday. Monday through Friday,
den. "You can see chunks of several wetlands, pas_tthe play- • Room 20 IA; Conference Room, Health Service
carbon and ash."
_
ing fields, under the railroad
Center, noon to I p.m.
_
.
_
"This could cause the tracks, ' unde~ the frre station
~ccording,.to B_o wden.
· _ocean.
alike. Hopefully, it will be
growth of _that scummy-look- and the incm~rator, below _
The water from Mill Pond
The mystery. of Colkge before the green and brown
:g matenal you see in the ParsonsandSpaulding, behind
drops over a damn into Great ·-Brook continues to boggle the creatureofthedeephauntUNH ·
ott?~.. .<?~
.A~J?,_)~4.!J:BAn.4 /:' _:" _,'..M
9I_.i\>I>4,., .v .ij~y1,.,WAiCh f op€~S fotQ ,tile • 'imi-nd,~iQffa~ulw, amJ .s.tµ~~PPi ;l.'rtq, -l'Ua,
_rleath ,;
' .
' . '. \'
addet.u', lfeerfa1r, y -ce:rtamth~t ,,r,:,J:, ; ,, ~ , ' t , ,· :· ,.m~~
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S.KI.CARD. INTE:R-NATIONAt
Sa-ve up to: _
...
- _

'

-wRITINGS

•
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·

·
accomo dations , ski
'-- -~ --- - _-- ·tune~ups, rentals, lessons,
~~ L' and much, much more! .

,NTfllN•-•l

.

:~~~!l :

_

50% on lift tickets, djning, _

c:.:=

l:Jse it once and it's .paid fort
Use it often and $ave Hundred$!

FREE &. CONFIDENTIAL

. • piqnancy

Regula r $50, _
Students Pay $20

1-lPfLI NE 749-4441 90 Washington Street
Suite J06 B, -Dover, NH
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By Mary ~amer

..

Two years ago when I was just on the brim of true social
consciou sness ( or as close as one can get in the sheltered atmospher e of college) I decided to do somethin g different for
-Thanksg iving. · It wasn't going to be the -usual .. go to
Grandma 's house and see what pies she made" this year, it
was somethin g much different that most people at home
EURAIL YOUTH PASS
with their families probably don't think about on such a
$ 360
MONTH
1'
·
happy day.
$ 470
S
2 MONTH
Her name was Macy Corbett, and sl}e only lived about 15
Age Limit under 26.
minutes from iny house. Macy didn't.ha ve any pies at her
On January 1st Eu rail rates
house and though she did have granddµ ldren they were not
up! Buy your pass in go
exshe
that
known
have
uld
neverwo
'Viable parts of her life. I
r and you'll still be
Decembe
.
isted except for the fact that I had decided to voluntee r that
able to start using .it anytime
ptl.Ip)se
•
day at a Boston semce for the elderly that's
before July 1, 1990.
ALL PASSES ISSUED ON THE
is to get people to spend holidays with senior citizens who are
SPOTII
'
· normally alone 365 days a year.
I went·e~l yThanks givipg morning to the building that
the service was run out of, getting Macy's name, address,
Boston Harvard Sq _ MIT
·and what I would be bringing her. a potted plant, a warm
.
course,
of
and,
ne
497-1497 HS-1555
champag
166-1H6
of
bottle
small
a
dinner,
turkey
a piece of pie. I drove to her address expectin g to find someone similar to my fun-lovin g grandmo thers, but not really
.
·knowing what to expect. .
t•.._
~~~~
p..g
p.e_,hou!;'i
lpw~incoi
her..,
l;>elUq
the,:
_
g;. I ,~
·_:a nd a frail lookmg white ,haired woman openeq".t he doot.
Macy seemed happy to see me, I'm sure happy to. see just
· , anyone, and she brought me inside her small apartmen t.
Commun icating was difficult, as somethin g was wrong with
her vocal chords, but I pointed out the food i,n the bag and
\
she gestured for the fridge.
The only items in her fridge were some condime nts and
a small containe r of milk. Now her Thanksg iving dinner, her
·pie, and the small bottle of champag ne were in there too. I
wondere d how many meals Macy would make of this sµiall
dinner, and what would happen once it was gone.
She took me upstairs and showed me family pictures,'
some army,pho tos of her long deceased husband , and an old
high school picture of her orily daughter . I asked if she ever
saw her now married daughter , and she nodded no. She had
. been alone since her husband died, living only with her small
dog. She had grandchi ldren she didn't know, and was now
Overcome your
resigned to spending the holidays with stranger s like me.
Macy and I watched 1V for the rest of the afternoon , and
~ that night I went home !o have dinner with my O'!fi family.
Mary stood in her doorway and waved gc;x>d-bye to me, and
I told her that maybe I could come again someday , feeling,
and knowing, -that at that moment I was the only other
person h) her life. I have never felt so responsib le, and so
helpless, as I got in my car and drove away.
I never saw Mary again, but not a week has gone by that
I have not thought about her or the countles s thousand s ·
who either spend the-holid ays alon~. or in a ,s oup kitchen, if
anywher e at all.
In two weeks, most of us will go home and pay homagt;
to the 26 pound turkey on our own Grari~o ther's table. I
hope this year more people will think of all the Macy Corbetts
of the world, and remembe r that not everyone has it as good
as we all do here.
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TECH~ICAL
LIMITS. ·
-

Let today's Air Force
take you higher - with
immedia te responsib ilities in
various technical specialti es. If
you qualify, you'll receive:
• ·great pay
• 30 days vacation with pay per
year
• complete medical and dental care
• graduate education opportunities
' • opportun ities to advance
See how far you <:an technical ly go
with the Air Fotce. Call
-

USAF OFFICER PLACEM ENT ,
1-800-423-USAF

1

Mary Tamer, aformer staffreporter for The New Hampshire, now talces thing's easy as she glides toward graduation.
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• coul19dlnc &. Information
We Care!
• practical ai~

Call: Bob Dupuis 868-5297 Ask about free bonus cards

-Thou ghts on
Than ksgiv ing

· Seacoast

. Crisis Pregnanc y Center,
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ESSAYS &
',-REP0RTS

If you love colleg_e Die,
make a career cit h. .

1

-~
1-9,21e to choose from L all su,bjects
rder Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

• -- soo·-as 1-0222
•

in Calif. i21 3) 477~26

·

. Or, rush $2 .00 to : Essays & Repor:ts
.
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025

· Cusiom research also avaiiable- all le,vels

·

· ·.NEWMARKET ·
STO.RAGE
(formerly Beaudet's)
---Seasonal locked
interior storage ·
--Boats, Cars, RV's,.
Motorcycles,,Antiques

Bostqn-Bouve College, at Northeastern University
in Boston, is the only institution in eastern Massa. chusetts that offers a Master's Degree program in the
area of student personnel services in higher educa~ .
tion. By stressing both counseling and administrative
skills, the program trains you to effectively provide
students with vital support services. Two·concentra- .
tions are offered: COLLEGE STUDENT PERSONNEL
WORK and ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE COUNSELING.
. 'Phe coursework and the student services practicum
may be completed in one year of full-time study or
on a part-time basis. Many of the full-time students
are awarded graduate assistantships that are
related to the program and which provide partial or
full tuition remission and a·stipend. Some of the
·
,assistantships also include free room and board. ·
For more information call (617) 437-2708, or \\'rite
Graduate School; Boston-Bouve College of Human
Development Professions, 107 Dockser Hall, .
:Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115. _

-----------• I

--

'

LOW RATES
·.Starting as low as: _·
.Motorcycles $18 mo.
· Vehicles-under 18ft. ·
$38 mo.
i

Boston-Bouve
College

Northeastern ·
University _
/1'

-

•

_.,.,,.......,.,._.,.,,...,.,-,.,,..,,_,._,,.-: -

,

603•659\. 7959

.

A11 equal opportunity/affirmative
action university.

-~L:

. or

603•659,•2655

.

I

Congratulations

"•••'-r ,Balfour

. I

Co liege Rings
The Best Way to
Rememb_er YoUr Ye.ars -a t

·,

UNH .

UNH Stud~nt: Chelise
,
ri-ding her Champion Show ·, Hunter, "Fernando"

· Today and Tomorrow ·
November 7th & 8th
J0:00am - 3:00pm-

We offer a program pf training and ·instructioni
.
with ernphasis-on 'perforrnance and results. You c_a n't
be a winner if you don't,cqmpe'te.
·
· -

BOLEY & COMPANY, INC.
·G REEN ACRES STABLES, INC.

MUB ,
.'

I

- Freshett Dww R()ad, Do\'er, NH 03820 • 603 , 742,3377

.Balfour®Col~ege Class Rings .·

QLJ.A.ClTY Bl _l X )I ):-,TUCK • IN~Tl-ZUU .IUN •, TKA. l N JNl; • iALES • COMPETITION .

• WORKING STUDENT POSITIONS ALWAYS AVAILABLE•
Work with Horses in E~change for Riding _& Instruction
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For ,the
healt h f ltt
By: Heather Wood

"YOU'LL LAl GB.AND YOU'LL CRY.
JACK LI\l\lON Is SHEERBRllllANCE,
Ted Danson
1

and Jennifer Brenize~.

In the next few weeks, this column will cover various
aspects of rape. We plan to~treat "date rape" and strartger
rape as separate situations because they are different and
· exhibit different outcomes and reactions. We hope that you
find them informative and utilize their information.
We've all heard the statistics, "One of every three
women will be sexually-assau lted. at least once, in her
lifetime," or "By the age of 18, one out of four girls have been
raped, at least once. "Yes, these statistics are shocking but
they become even more q_isturbing when they hit closer to
hoine, as we have experienced on our own UNH campus
with the various stranger rapes that have occurred this
semester. '
.
'
This campus has been bombarded with information on
how to protect yourself, how to avoid being in the situation,
and what to do should it happen to you. But how
we
reacting to these incidents? After talking with students,
there seem to be two general reactions;

are

1) Fear and paranoia: Many students are scared, and they
have eveiy reason to be. Woman are afraid to walk alone.
Men are experiencing an extenston ofthis paranoia and are
feeling stereotyped as rapists. Some have walked behind
women who constantly looked behind them to see what the
male was doing.
·

has m·, tT h,·t·n twttrr ar~d ( )lympia Dukakis outdoes herrnle in •]\foonstrurk: ·•

l'al ( '11lli11,. \\ \\llH - 1 \

'~·FILLED WITH un

\~I) JO\, ·DAD' IS A VERY
,\'towering .ichie,em._ent for .larh ! i·mmon:· .. Hn H,~-<1 ,1 1111 \10\ 11-.,

~-APPLAUSE FOR ·DAD:
It's original, mo\'ing. ~itt~ and truthful:·
-- llaphn .. 1>a1is, \\ll\1\\ \j\t,\/1\1
I

(Ji}

NEED TO GET A
MESSAGE OUT Tb - ·
,.
I
.THEUNH
COMMUN ITY?
well, The New Hampsh ire ·
is the best place to start!
For advertising information:
·
•

.I
I
I

.

(603) 862-1323 '
RoomllOB
Memorial Union
Building
Durham, NH 03824

·

•

••JACK LEMMO!\ \,D Ot\'MPiA
Dl 1KAKIS ARE SENSATIONAL
These.· an· t"o oft h, twst pt:rforman(.'es
of tht H'ar:·
I'"' l\,1rli11. \Bt I:< \I 11

··n·-Y\\' .\-'.\D

HEART-WAR\tt,~.
·DAO- HAS GOT lf ALL
Easil~ onl· of Ihl' Ill's! 1111 " -it·,
of tht· ·' l'ar. It\ a mm il' 1
~Oil \l(lll't \0011 forgl'f:·
.. \,·i i 1<0"·11 , II \I :

I{ \/>III

·- ·· - ---·- · --- - - -·--

.JACK L[MMON ·TED DANSON
Su11wti11H·s.tlw. ~rl'.1i•

2) Frustration and anger: Many students are angered that ·
they are unable to walk freely·on their own campus~ Some
think they should still be able to have this freedom and take
· it upon themselves to do so. This is seen in students who,
even after the incidents have occurred, still continue to
believe it won't happen to them. They go out at night
walking or jogging alone and don't think twice about it.
These incidents hav~. brought our campus to the
realization that Durham, New Hampshire is a part of the
world and these are problems we will have to contend with
as we move through our lives. Yes, itis scaiy and frqst{ating,
"at the same time, and we need to take from -both these
reactions. We need to be scared enough that we utilize the
..buddy system", frustrated enough that we ..fight back" by
demanding a safer environment allowing free movement for
all people, and educated enough to recognize that we must
· take care and. respect ourselves and each other until this
ideal ls realized.
We'd ail like to see a "crime-free" world, but it won't
happen so our best bet is to use our own reactions to act
safely but strongly.·
, For more information contact SHARPP at 862-1743 or
the Health Education and Promotion offices at 862-3823.

RARE HLM.

!

,, ,

.V<)ll PVl'I' lllPPI ...

is t lw first o!H'.

-OPENS FRIDAY AT ATHEATRE NEAR YOU.

Manyare called;
few are picked.·
This is a very picky, very tricky business. From a field of flowery contestants, we have to pick
the winners. The ones who will best represent the _high standards we've set for ourselves and
our flowers. Velvety roses that can hold their heads up for days on end. Exotic calla lilies freshenough, strong enough to arrive triumphant after a trip from store to satisfied customer. Fragrant freesia that exude the sweet smell of victory wherever they go. Birds of paradise that soar. Statice ·
with staying power.
That's why we handpick our flowers.,Jo weed out the weak, the wilted, the woe-be-gone.
Because we're known for our enormous selection of fresh, long-lasting flowers. And we won't let
that reputation wither on the vine. So when you want flowers to give to friends or to yourself, call
as many florists as you want But pick the picky one. Garrison Hill.
·

@~ ·11rrison ~ill lPIHbllSH,iDC. __
._~.--·.\ .
.1'3/

835 Central Avenue • Dover, NH • 742-2060

The Ivy League 'Spring ·
in New York
Qualified upperclassmen;,are invited to apply for admission to
Columbia College as visiting students beginning in January
1990: F~ll access .to housing, library resources, and upper division courses. For further information and an application, write
or call: ·
Columbia College ,Admissions Office
212 ·Hamilton Hall
New York, New York 10027
(212) 854:.2522
Application deadline: December 15, 1989

/

QD 2®

@©W~®IWl~IWI

. -camauflage clothing
-field jackets
-boots·
-overcoats
. -hoods-flyers co,veralls
· -snowcamo

Subscribe to
THE NEW HAMPSIRE
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what it would be like.

·

You know it ,would be
exciting~ And a ·challeng~. And ·qµite
possibly the lllo~t .

~;;1, - .,,,

.from. .page 3
dumpling; Tort, a ehocolate
almond cake with mocha frosting; and Piro~khi, 'an applefilled turnover.
Music was provided · by ·
recordings of Vysotsky, the
Soviet Elvis Presley, and Nau.,.
tllus Pompilius, a Leningrad
band.
,
A variety of Russian posters adorned the walls of the
104-nges and Russian newspapers were available for browsing. A Russian version of the
game Monopoly was displayed.
The Dobroslovo ·members.
and other Russian students
began preparing for the event
several weeks ago. Cooking
· startedonMondayandcontinued until late Thursday night.
Although many long hours ·
were exhausted, senior Lauren
Bennett rated the event "a defin!te success" ~d•said "it was
worth it."
Anna Jacobson, a ·gradu, ate student, said, "I thought it
was marvelous. , I was really
impressed with the turnout. I
hope it inspires people to learn
more about the Soviet Union."
"A Night of Russian Cul. ture"_ was sponsored by the
Programming Fund Organization.
BennettsaidProfessorTom
Trout, a Soviet studies special/ ist, will be presenting a iecture
on November 15. Also, the
Smith Hall Jnternational
Luncheon will be held on No;..
vember 17.
The next culture night is
scheduled for December and
will focus on Israel.

heritage and'place of residence.
I • There's money available for studen~s
who have been newspaper carriers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers ... etc.
II • Results GUARANTEED. .
.
I
CALL
For A Free Brochure
I I . ANYTIME
( 800) 346-6401 ·
- ~.

• , You've tried to imagine
.f

continu-ed
-

I
I
I
I

.

' You~ve Ulought abollt it.

RUSSIA
1· ...,,

I I
I I

•--------------------L-----------~-~-----~
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Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships,
I I.·
I I· • fellowships,
grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private
I
funding. .
.
..
.
I1
I II • sector
Many scholarships are. given to students based on their academic · · I
interests, career plans, family

Room 110B, MUB
. D~rham, NH 03824
(603) 862-1323

conti-nued

,:,Ji..

I I.

I

$18/ semester

KURDS

11

: I MONEY FOR COLLEGE I :
I 1-

(Delivered straight to you 2 times weekly!)
-

."

11

Keep yourself in touch with campus' events!

Thurs. Fri. Sat 12:00-5:0
RTE. 4 Northwood Ridge
942-5378 -

the pain ofliving with convulsions and coma... '
·
. Hu ~oncluded with asking
everyone to look for stronger
methods of ·controlling the
spread of chemi.c al weapons,
and ~ i;;trong commitment to
the UN.
"The world has to come.to
the point that even the thought
of these~chemical and biological weapons would be unthinkable, .. Hu said.
·
Hu's lecture was organized
by Amnesty International, an .
organiZ,a tion . that fights for
hw;nan rights.

n FREE scHoLARSHIP
1NFORMAr10N FOR 1:
STUDENTS WHO NEED ,

PARENTS! ALUM~I!
FRIENDS Of UNH! ·

@mawtm~
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·rewarding experience 'of
your life . ..
It isn't easy and it isn't· for everyone. ·
But, if you've ever considered going
overseas with . Peace Corps, take
time TODAY to find out about
'The Toughfst Job You'll Ever Love."
.......

'

I

INFO TABLE
Mon, Nov. 13 2:00-5:00pm
Tues. Nov. 14 .9:00am-4:00pm
. Me~orial Union Bull~
· FILM SHOWI~G
Mon, Nov. 13 7:00pm
Sullivan .Room, MUB

.J

: l

Brad Fletcher and Jane Cowan Fletcher .
·uNH Wolff House .
Office Hours: M-Th 10am-3pm
.

862-1880

·u.s,. Pe_ace Corps
.

11

.

The Toughest Job You'll t:ver Love"
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LE AR N~
BAR
TEN
DIN
G
EARN EXTRA INCOM-E -GET PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AT
MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL ITS
EASY
AND FUN .. TEL. (603)
659- I3718
.
.

·
· MASTER
·CALL
BARTEND......................
ER SCHOOL
OR WRITE ......................
.......u

. TODAY

~

84 Main Stree~
Newmarket, N. H. 0.3857

Rocks & -Rolls to a Steady Beat

·
Wednesdays, 8 - 10 p.m.
Good Old Rock 'n Roll plus. R & 8 on the Oldies Show ·.

"It seems· like Wendell knows everything."

IIT'S NOT TOO LATE...

I

Actually he gets-a lot of his _·

// answers from theNYNE~ .

f~

·Student Directory

WRITE
FOR

. What tii:ne does the library close?
·1s a slice of pizza a balanced meal? Who is the·
head of the philosophy department? And why?
Life is full of que,stions.
Luckily th~ NYNEX Student Directory
is full of answers.
No wonder this book _has become required reading. It's got all the handy
facts you m~ed around campus. Like
. friends' number~. university offices
arid off-campus apartment listings. Not to mention the importantthings; vacatibn schedules, special offerings
for. students and Yellow Pages -for everytluns ·
from pizza to parachutes.
· So pick up your copy of the NYNEX
Student Directory when it arrives. It's got all the
answers. Except to the finals~ NYN-E X
Student ·
Directory

'

' ' -'

'

'
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BEFORE YOU GET INTO DEEPWATER THIS
SEMESTER, STOP BY THE UNIVERSITY TECHNOLOGY
CENTER AND CLOSE A DEAL ON A NEW IBM.
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Editorial
•

I

•

•

.

Israeli ·ctemands may doom peace talks
On this past Sunday,. the inner Cab~et of
the Israeli government voted 9-3 to accept Secretaiy
of State James Baker's plan for peace talks with
Palestinians. However, the pian, which calls for IsraeliPalestinian talks to be held regarding possible elections
in the occupied territories; was only accepted -after
several conditions were _ tacked on to it. These
conditions could doom the plan before anything
worthwhile might come .from it.
Of course, a little background is required.
One of the most severe problems facing Israel at
presentis the intifadah, the Arab uprising in the West
· Bank and the Gaza Strip. The Palestinian~ in those .
oc~upied territories want the opportunity to govern
themselves; Israel has been less than eager to give
them that right. Palestinians have rebelled~ ·forcing
hundredsofclasheswithlsraelisoldiers. Theupris·i ng
continues, with no easy solution -in sight. Both sides
are now realizing that the situation benefits neither
one, so they've both come to the-conclusion that talks
are -needed to arrive at something that both sldes
agree to. However, that's a near impossible task.
Palestinians ideally want a fully autonomous state·of
their own; Israelis want the occupied territories to .
remain part of their countiy, for national -security
reasons (Israel is about the size of Massachusettsthe~ can't afford to lose ·~my territory); and they want

to minimize the hostility.ofthe residents there. But of
course the Palestinians won't remain docile as lc;mg
as they can't even vote, and the more freedom the
Israelis give _them, the closer the occupied territories
get to falling under Arab contn:>l, at least in the Israeli
mindset.
_James Baker, .in an attempt to break the
gridlock, put forth his proposal (or Egypt and Israel
to get together and agree upon a list of Palestinians
who would take part in discussions with Israel
regarding occupied territoiy elections. · The main
sticking point here is that Israel ag:r;eed to Baker's
plan on]y on the condition that no members of the
Palestine Li'be~tion Organization would be involved
in the negotiations. They also insisted that the main
issue for .talks would .be Palestinian elections and
nothing else, and that' only residents of the West
Bank and the Gaza Strip would be involved. The
Palestinians disagree with' all three positions.
_ The PLO may not be the unified voice of the
Palestinians it was in the early 80s? but it still is a
powerful organization that is supported by a l~ge
percentage of the Palestinians. Th~ Israelis won't
negotiate publicly with the group because _they say
they're terrorists; but, as the saying goes, one ~an's
tei:rorlst -ts another man's freeqom fighter. The
condition that only Palestinian residents of the Wtst

Bank and Gaza strip will be allowed in the -talks
prevents people such as Yasser Arafat, currently in
Tunisia, aswellasotherexiles, from betting involved.
So what the Israelis have apparently done,
by agreeing to Baker's plans with some reservations,
is lay the groundwork for future "independent"
elections in the occupied territories, where only
candidates that aren't non-favorable to Israel can
ruri. ls that true democracy? National security is a big
issue here: Of course Israel doesn't )Yant another
enerpy right on their border,. which is a possibility if
a pro-PLO person comes , to power. Bu,t why go
through with .the farce, making Israel seem like
1970s Russia, with outcomes of . elections
predetermined? The Israelis need to make a decision
: Either _elections should be held in the territories,
with no restrictions on who can run, or the'facade of
democratic elections should be dropped.
Cloaking _a _fixed election in the word
democracy is something the Israelis should be above.
And it .is something which the Palestinians will never
agreeto.:Despite.tbelatestefforts,thechancesf~rthe
issue to go around and around with no resolution,
due to the. Israelis tacking on the three demands,_
seems great. It's unfortunate for all concerned.

·. Letters
Students
robbed

a,d equate financial .s:,ipport to
laboratory courses but they are
thwarting individual department
efforts to obtain support by other
means. The message is clear:
To the Editor: ·
laboratory instucti9n (and any other
,. An open letter to UNH students: '/
type of instruction lwhich uses
You, the students ofUNH,
have just ~robbed of$300,~ expendable supplies) isn't worth
supporting! It is true that vague
andithasn'tevenmadetheheadlines,
yet. Each ofyou who takes laboratory ' promises are being made by T-Hall to
coµrses such as Chem 403-404, and return these frozen funds to us
courses fu which various expendable eventually (perhaps by the end of the
· supplies such as paper are involved, · year), butwhatdoweuseforoperating
pay a laboratory fee on top of your capital in the meantime? There is no
tuition and other fees which UNH way any of us can hold our breath ,
collects. Why do you pay such fees? from now to the middle of next year.
What recourse do the
, Doesn't the huge amount of tuition
you }.lve tQ fork over twice a year take · faculty and students.have in the face
care of such expenses?The answer is of what can only be t~ed "highway
NO; UNH support of departmental robbery?".'Ifoneofyolir<,>bbedabanlc
operating budgets has long been of only a small fraction of $300,000
insufficient for the proper operation you would be put away behind bars
of laboratories and other activities foi:- many years. When UNH robs its
which consume expendable supplies. . students ofthis smallf9rtune, it seems
Consequently, many departm~ts tQ do it with impunity. My advice to
(suchasChemistry)havebeenforced students is this: If you do nothing ,
to institute· an additional charge on else,phoneyourparentsandletthem
the student: ·the laboratory fee. In lmow how the 'money they gave you
-Cheµnstrycoursesthisfeeis-currently_ for laborat0ry fees has been.
~O per lab course-and will be raised misappropiated. Ask them to- call
President Haaland to protest this
to $35 next semester. All of us who
teach chemistry hate to charge t}1is . misrepresentatlonandmisu,seoffees.
to students, stnce_we believe tuition And also have thein call their State
should pay fully for the operation of Legislators and blow the whistle on
courses. However, T-Hall has never these unconscionable actions of the
seen flt to use tuition fees to provide· UNH trustees arid administrators.
adequate support for courses, and Unless such decisions are reversed,
our only recourse has been to get the departments such as chemi.stry may
funds byothermeans. When I became be forced to cancel laboratories. This
Chembiuy Department Chc,lirman (in means that studen~ would either get
, 1982) the department's operating incompletes in courses which have
budgetwasinadequateforthesupport integral labs or would not be able to
oflaboratorytnstru.ction-a situation _ register for separately numbered lab
courses. In any case, many students
which had existed for years before.
Furthermore, inflationary increases would find it impossible . to meet
incostskeptgotngupandup,making requirements for graduation.
it a hopeless task ever to catch up. - Furthermore, some ·departments
Other departments can tell the same (such as Chemistry) would lose ~
story. Our only defense-in Ueu of program approva\ by various
cancelling laboratory courses-was __professional societies (for example,
to institute laboratory fees-and to · the Amertcan Chemical Society) anc;l
keepincreastngtheseeachyearinan - their, graduates could no longer be
almosthopelessattempt to keep-pace nationally · certlfted. Unfortunately,
such actions will penalize innocent
with inflation.
students, but what alternative is
Now, toad<iinsulttoinjwy,
.departments who charge laboratory there? No one has yet discoverc_:d a
· fees have found that such fees are way of, running laboratory classes
frozen and cannot be used for their year after year foi: ,-ree.
On top of taking our
intended purpose. This means that
not only does UNH refuse to gtve laboratory fees, the administration
has also frozen all monies our .
, , •,, , , -, , -, ',. 1

stockroom coll(fts from sale of a
number of laboratory-items such as
safety goggles and lab manuals: items
which are sold at cost purely as a
service to the student. As a result we
can no longer provide this
convenience to students; they must
now go outside and purchase these
items wherever they can find them.
Whatever h~ppened to the notion that
universities_existed for the benefit of
its students?
The UNH administration
likes to make frequent · public .
statements about the high quality of
education-but with minimal thanks
to the New Hampshire taxpayer.
Instead it does so at the expense of ,
highly motivated and ded,i cated
facult:y who continue to endure low
salaries, miserly · financial support,
and unsupportive administrations
because the teaching and intellectual
nurturing of our young people is the _
most important responsibility they
know. Nevertheless, we are all human,
and many of us resent h;ivtng. our
noses rub bed in the dirt and
constantly wondertngwho will be the
next to-pull the rug out from under
us.
Concernedly yours,
Frank L. ~Pilar
Chairman,- Chemistry Departi:n'ent

Marden letter
retraction
To the Editor:
Dear Sir,

,_": .., ~f J-nit~~~~ o~;,_ No~efu~~L2; · ·-pendtpgtlie out<:<>me of his efforts .. _
Academic Nfarrs, .denying Rebeeca
We are pleased to ' report
Marden's lev~ two appeal. The Vice
that the President has resolved Ms.
President confirmed in all respects
Marden's grievance to her
her dismissal from her.post as
satisfaction. Consequently, we
Ubrary Associate. In the opinion of
decided riot to send out the letter,
the faculty signing the letter, his
and it was never our intention to
totally unresponstve
decision
· publish it in The New H_a mpshire.
to thk facts of the case. ,
She will continue to work for the
On M~nday, October 30,
university in an, as yet, 1.U1-Specifted
we were informed by President
position. We applaud the
Haaland that he intended to
remove himself from the level three · President's decisive and constuctive
action.
appeal process in order to mediate
and resolve the grievance
Sincerely yours,
informally. He w~s aware of th~
L. C. Balling
existence of the letter and believed
,:J.E. Mulhern
its transmittal would jeopardize the
· Professors of Physics
mediation procesa_. We agreed to
delay the mass mailing until

~thlg '- ·the ~!cf ,P r~sident for .<
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A stunned Corn Region recovers froT11- worst hailstorm in six lon9 years

Com Rel?lon residents were stunned and bewildered as terror rained from the skies. ( Guernsey Shutterfl~pper ph~io.)

· Two ·. slightly injured; shrubs
damaged tothe tune of 36 dollars

·

/

By Wallace Sc~m~~~

and, you know, they're not in the best Compone estimated that it would cost
, .,
emotional state: so they go over the $36 to plant new shrubs' in the same
The Corn Region is still
edge, crazy as .a loon that's been area "But they won't be the same
trying to come to grips with the worst
ingestingtoxicchemicalsthrough-the shrubs.
hailstorm to hit the area since 1983.
Rocky Mountainspottedfever's '36 Chevy pickup and Jed Cornpone's
fish it eats, so it rots its brain away,
Yesterday's storm, which
· "You always hear about
shrubs: •irresistable force vs. immovable object. ( Kurt Hucckh photo.)
and maybe it makes those weird calls this kind of thing happening, but you
slightly injured two residents and
caused over $36 in damage, has left . still, but they're lot weirder than never think it could happen to you.
many inhabitants of the tewns · they are ~normally, and e:veryone They was fine shrubs," he repeated;
around hears_the thing and wonders
Comhallow,. New Comington,
Mountainspottedfever
whatthehellitis. Of course, thestorm received a small scratch on his leg
Comburg and Corns River in a state
only "lasted three seconds."
·from adamagedshrub as he examined
decision. ''The hail weren't no big of shock.
By WIiham Poultice
y the front of his car, after the accident.
k
c
o
R
"It was pretty scary there
Earl "Spiny" Echidna, . inconvenience or nothing," fi:e said.
Mountainspotte.dfever, a farmer from
commissioner of the All:.Com Pee- . "We could still play ball, and that's ·for those three seconds that the haU
He was treated atMt. Shindig Hospital
was coqring down. In fact, I remember Comburg, was one of those injured in
Wee Football Le~gue, came under what the boys are there for.
and released..
the. storm, and also accounted for all
"Sure,thereweresomeguys
thinking to myself, 'Tlµs is pretty
heat from sever,al Com Region.
· - Lester Comdog, a New
residents for not cancelling Sunday's hurt 'cause of this storm. And I'm all scary;'saidlongtirneNewComington the monetary damage. According to Coptington farmer, was ou.traged that
police,Mountainspottedfever, startle<;i
tomupaboutpoorJed'sshrubdamage. resident Thelma Nl.blet.
games.
the storm could even happen. "Jesus,
by the noise of the storm, lost control
.. Niblet, a farmer, added that
Echidn:a:instead postpgned A tragedy like that shouldn't happen
we elect the aamn officials, and Lord
of his truck and drove ·into shrubs
to someone like him. He's one of the her home suffered no damage, but she
the games for 30 minutes.
.ki1ows we pay their damn salaries
Comhallow farmer · Ed good guys.
owned by JedCompone, also a farmer with all that tax money they squeeze
said, "The racket of them hailstones
is on the roof was enough to wake the
football
"But
Chilidog was irate at the fact that the
from. Comburg.
out of us. But those bastards couldn't
Mountainspottedfeversaid,
games were played. "Echidna has no entertainment, and maybe by playing dead and make them a bit antsy and
prevent a senseless tragedy like this
"Th~m hailstones rattlin' on the roof
- grasp on the suffering that's occurred this game, we can take people's minds . maybe cause 'em to claw at their
shrub damage from happening."
· as a result of this hailstorm·. Have you off'n all the pain and shrub damage. rotted . wooden g>ffins and make a
of my '36 Chevy scared the encrusted
The other storm-related
seen that · scratch on 1Rocky I'lldoanythinglcanto"bring the Corn good, solid attempt to get right out of dirt right outta my pants. Ilost control _injury was suffered by Walt Spleen, a
there and bust up through the earth ,of the thing quicker than a jackrabbit farmer. He apparently panicked at the
Mountainspottedfever's leg? Have Region back together," said Echidna
Mary Schloctenhaufen, a and scare the bejeezus out of any
late for an appointment."
youseenpoorWaltSpleen'sleg? And
noise the stonn made, and stuck a
·Compone took the damage
Jesus Christ son of Joseph and Mary, Corns River farmer,refused to let her poor, lonely, downtrodden soul that
knife into his toaster. He was treated
hard. "He plowed right into them
have you seen the i.Irl'emal damage son Curtis play in the game. "He's ·a might be a little depressed, so they're
at Com Blight Memorial Hospital for
shrubs pretty good. Jesus, I loved them
wieakeduponJedCompone'sshrubs? very sensitive boy, you know. He walking near the graveyard, y,ou know,
electrical burns and was released.
"Take all.thatinto account, hasn'fcome out of his room since he andtheyseethesezombiescomingup . shrubs. They was fine shrubs."
and then tell me that those games heardaboutth.eshrubinjuries.I'mnot
shouldn't have been ca11celled," he going_to force him to put on th~t silly
helmet-when his head's not screwed
said.
Echidna defended his· 6n straight.';
By Jill Morthatha
The6ldstorm alarmed more
the toll on shrubbery."
Harold Kraken, a farmer
The recent hailstorm has
The 1983-storm only injured than one Com Region inhabitanL
from Conihallow, thought the game reminded many residents of 1983, the one person, compared to~the two this "Sure, I was scared. We were all
shouldn't have been even delayed. last time the Com Region was pelted year. Steve Mothdust, a farmer fr9m scared. But damnit, those were
128 BIG PAGES OF
"What are these_boys playing, golf? with hailstones.
Corns River, w·as hurt then when he different times': Everybody buckled .
HAILSTORM COVERAGE!
Huh? In my day, when shrub~ would
Paul Thluh, 13, a farmer ate a muffin he claimed was tainted down, battened down the hatches,
•Can a hailstorm happen
get damaged, we'd have a moment of from New Corning ton, was just a child with hailstones.
tightened their chin straps and held
here? --Page 24
. silence or something, and sure, it when that storm hit. "It was pretty
"It (the muffin) had been their heads high. Pennies were saved,
•Corn Region res id en ts
would weigh heavy on our hearts. But bad. It can be compared to toast. But sitting out for a couple 11).0nths, an4 pennies wereearne.d. We stood united,
behaved calmly--Page 67
damnit, there's no better place to get certainly not shrub-wise."
the day of the hailstorm, .I finally ·so· as not to fall divided. Sure, we
•Relief fund set up for
shrubs off your mind·than out on the
Wallace Velveeta, 37, a decided to eat _it: Boy, .did my belly .knew that haste made waste. But you
· \
shrubs '--Page 71
gridiron! The boys should've played farmer from Cornhallow, remembers ache after that! I figure a had hailstone · just can't expect a horse to drink water
•Quayle visits area --Page 7
ball without a moment's hesitation." the 1983 storm well. "Hail was must've blown in through the window before your cliickens," said Cornburg
•Are your shrnbs safe? -Echidna had the final word everywhere. It came ·from the skies. · and contaminated the thing," said farmer Bill ·"William" Honeycomb.
, . Page 49
· on the subject. 'There's been tragedy There was more damage in this storm, Mothdust in a recent ~terview. ·
"But damn, this recent storm sure did
•And 600 ,more article~!
, ,hi ,thi,s .,region. Pee-wee football
, though. :The,ilpt.one didnJt·tak~·ne:w ., ·1:,i ·,, . . .,· ) .,· . •..,.-, · ', ·,,,', ··--,1 . sorneshrubdamage."
·
' ~~t -~ the healer."

Pee-~ee footb~lLdelayed .·
3Q _mu~s., causmg hubbub

a
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This storm worse than '83 , say residents
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TWEJ!f.Y: Qhi) pway~ innoc~t, SlJl'~; But who ,got . the . . .
·.· · .,' \m~s(punishm(tnUn,,dose cahtodns? Sylvester. Who.had dat···
· big, baad ol' bulldawg chompin' on his wittle butt? Not me, '
· buddy.
:. · LAPHOS: So you were the nastiest one on-the show.
TWEETY: I'm just saying; I never bwoke a weg, or had my ·
fur buhned off, or got whacked to pieces by a bwoom- Tweety Bird, cartoon star of the fifties and
wiewding gwanny.
early sixties, has been touring the country
LAPl{OS: I see. But how did you make_the big jump from
promoting his new book, "I Killed Many
·punishment-dealer to cold blooded assassin for the CIA?
People for the Government."
TWEETY: Well, the· CIA didn't staht me off wight-away wif
I We met in his plush Manhattan suite,
killing. '1 was in pewiodicals at first. But I wohked my way •
overlooking some big buildings. He showed
up· quickwy, with pwoper supervision. ·
up slightly late for_the interoiew, dressed
· LAPHOS: Who was your first kill? _
only in an ammunition belt, and apologized
TWEETY: Actuawy, my fihst kill attempt wasn't successful.
for his tardiness.
·
·· . . I twied to kill Castwo.
_LAPHOS: Can you explain?
.
LAPHOS: Let's start with a basic
TWEETY:
Kennedy
hated
Castwo.
He
was
a
baad ol'
approached you? .
overview of your book. You claim that
TWEETY: Yes. Evidentwy in my
communist. The Bay of Pigs thing made Kennedy want to
you went to work for the CIA after
desfwoy
him. So I was sen~ to do the deed. Castwo was a
cahtpons
dey'
d
seen
a dahk side lo me,
.your Warner Brothers career, and used
a vicious side to my chawactah.
big cahtoon fan, so I was sent under the guise .o f a humor
your small size to become a deadly
LAPHOS: In the cartoons, it always
ambathador. But I was pq.cking a piece . .
assassin in their employ.
seemed as if Sylvestet was the malefic
LAPHOS: You tried to shoot him, and then rni_ssed, I
TWEETY: Oat's twue.
one. Yoo. were like an innocent, a naive
assume?
LAPHOS:
Tell us how that came about.
.
\
TWEETY: I twied my wittle heart out. Luck wasn't wid me,
eye of a horrific maelstrom that twisted
TWEETY: I was feewing pwetty wow1
and. twirled about you, always
,
guess. ·
.
.
·
down afta I was weweased by Warners ..
LAPHOS: Butfrom then, your success rate iplproved?
I wandewed the stweets for days, '
threatening to inhale you into its cosmic - TWEETY: I became the best, buddy. Wots of times I'd fwy
vortex.
wiving in £wop-houses and the wike.
weally cwose to the target,who'd be a South American ·
- TWEETY: Could you wepeat <lat?
Things wooked baaad.
l·
and they'd say, 'Wook at the wittle
LAPHOS: Sylvester was b~d, you were · dictator,for instance,
.
.LAPHOS: And that's when the CIA
good.. . _
·
birdy!'" Then I'd attach a bomb to their head and hightail it
--------------~....:;..~ -----:'."'..:.:--:::--::: -~----:----:-""°A::--- , out of there. KA-BOOM! Entwails would be evwywhere.
LAPHOS:Howcouldyouju stifythoseactivities?
,
~
?
TWEETY: I guess I got a baad bwain.
1
?
·•
·
·
LAPHOS: How many did you assassinate in your career?
TWEETY: (Here he paused for a while, took a long drag ·
.,_ It has come to our attention here at
from his cigarette, ~d stared out the window, ~fore .
LAPHOS that1 most people just do not
answeringJ-So.: r nany people. All the faces bw,:~ndf=together. .
have much of a grcJ,sp on irony .. We think .
So m'u ch bwood. _
,_
--11· '.( . ~
;,;;,. .-~:r
that thi~ is unfortunate. · Thus, as a servi~e·
· ·1APHOS: So whiit made you leave the CIA?
to you, our devoted, slavish reading
5) The Chinese government a!J.ows ·
TW-EETY: It became too much. My nerves wer·e shot. My
public, LAPHOS presents our very own
democratic protests, then slaughters the
~gs were always shaking. I was smoking wike a
IQ Test- Irony Quotient, that is. Also
protesters. They are:
chimney. My gut was chuhning wike a waundramat. I.
included is a special vocabulary enhancer;
A. being fickle .
wanted out while I still had my wivewihood.
·
the key word is "lachrymose." Keep in ·
B. engaging iri cruel
mind that therejs only one correct answer
irony
for each question, except when there is
·C. engaging in
more' than one. The answers to the quiz
' LAPHos·.
·population control
. will be announced next month, or
· PUBLISHED BY KING LAPHOS
whenever we figure them out. Good.luck. · 6) You visil a sick friend in the h~spital.
When you ask him how he's doing, he
1) If you spill' boiling hot coffee on __
says, "Great, that's why 'I'm in the
EDITORI-AL BOARD, STAFF,AND GUYS
someone's lap and they respond by
hospital." He is: ·
YOU CAN TAKE HOME TO MEET MOM saying~ "Thanks, but I prefer Sruika," they
A. lachrymose
are being:;
ROBERT DURLING
l3. being ironic
A. ingrateful
MARC A.MAMIGONIAN C. not likely to have many
B. lachrymose
FOUNDING FATHERS AND NEAR
visitors· ·
C. willfully ironic ·
DEITIES· 7) The President opposes abortion but
. RIC DUBE ·
2) Ifa newspaper attributes the recent
supports the death penalty. He is: ROBERT DURLING
· , · earthquake in San Francisco lo the will of
A. being puckishly
JAY KUMAR
God, it is obviously:
·
ironic
<
. ARTHUR LIZIE
A. being ironic
B. taking a bold
MARC A. MAMIGONIAN
B. . a 13th century reprint
political stand
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS (ALUMNI
· C. the Manchester
C. lachrymose
DIVISION)
Union Leader
... '
RIC DUBE .
I ,.
8) ''People are generally ignorant,
3) If a professor says he will give you an
LAPHOTOGRAPHER
apathetic, dim-witted slugs.'' This is:
'A' even though you haven't been to class
A. an ironic statement
· MIKE PARNHAM
once, he is probably:
B. LAP~OS' editorial
A. strung out on dope .
policy
' SPECIAL THANKS TO
B. being ironic
C. God's own truth ·
JOANNE MARINO
C. - a sociologist
OMAR .SHARIF
9) Jim Rice makes $2,000,000 per year
LOVERS OF THE WORLD
4) When a Congressman allows a male
and gets fat while millions starve: -This is:
AS ALWAYS, YOUR RESPONSES ARE WELCOME, AS ·
prostitution ring to tun out of his office
· A. a fair reflection of
ARE YOUR FREE GIFTS. GOD BLESS. -· ·
but refuses to resign when this is
-Rice's value
Credits: Du,ncan Hines-'-Ric Dube
discovered,- he is:
B. bitterly ironic
Hailstorm stories, Tweety--Bob Durling
A. confident in the
C. lachrymose
Angiy old man, IQ test, Perf~e~--Marc Mamigonian ·
tolerance of the·American _public -

c. a,n yo_u pa_,ss. t.he LAeHos ironyte, s.t?
?
•
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•

•
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Celebrity Perfumes: the Smell·ofsuccesssame thing! Boog conveys all
of t_he subtle mystery that is the
Boogster.

As all well informed star
watchers know, .a celebrity
s~mply cannot show his or her .
face in public these days without
~ personalized perfume.
Elizabeth Taylor, John Forsythe
, and Linda Evans, Catherine
Deneuve, and Cher are just a few
of the celebrities to yield to the
lure of the olfactory. Among the
nouveau pungent are Mikhail
· Baryshnikov; Julio IgJesias, and
Herb Alpert. Herb Alpert?
Well, direct from the LAPHOS
riewsline comes this redolent
, update of the latest in celebrity
· ·perfumes.

do. · '~Is that Fat you 're
wearing?" Yes!

· John Candy: Fat, -the perfume.
.All the lure of the Candyman in
one bottle!· He's fat, and he's
funny! . Get it! Make sure you ·
~

Frank Carvel: Cookie Puss, the
perfume. The venerable
wunderkind behind the Carvel
Ice Cream Cake success story
finally bows to public demand
with his own s~ent, inspired by
his beloved cake character. Says
Frank, "I just wanted it to smell
the way I feel when I eat a
Cookie Puss." Way to go, Frank! ·

George Burns, who is v~ry old.

wears Marty will have his pick
of the femmes enchantees !

Ernest Borgnine: Marty, the
perfume. No more "What do
wanna do tonight?" "I don't
!cnow. What do you wanna do?"
For 'the man who wears Marty, it
wiil be babes, babes, babes! Just
as Ernest lured Ethyl Merman to
be his rµate, so the man who

you

George Burns: 18 Again. "I'm
really old. Ha. I'm so old that l
was old when Bob Hope was
born,~ Ha. I'm old. Buy my
perfume. Ha. I'm old. Really
old."

Boog Powell: Boog, the
perfume. How often men have
wondered, "Gosh, I wonder what
the former Baltimore Orioles
greai smells like after hitting
some fungoesr' ·Moreover, how
many women have wondered the _

Mimemaster Marcel Marceau

Marcel Marce;ui: Silence. The
legendary mime's pe!fume has
no odor . at all.

PAID ADVERTISEMEN T
/
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Do ,you - ·r.•,e cogn ize <this: ~m -a n?
;

•'

I

•

I

•

•

Didn't think so. i'll'tell you who it is:·it's Du.n can Hines.
That's right, Duncan "King of the Kake Mix" Hines. Pathetic,
isn't it? He used to be one of the Beautiful :People; cellular .
ph~nes, mjneral water, bake-offs. Now he just s~t in front of the
idiot box all day,·swimming his hands through the brownie
batter, aiming as ·much as he can between his chu~by,little lips,
just giggling and singing and ogling Vanna White. · It's been .
months since he's bothered to bake his brownies, since they
taste like ca-ca no matter what he does to them anyway.
I'll tell you what the problem is. It's this,whole z:nicrowave cake

th1ng. I~ s got l)is balls to the wall, his butt in a sling, and me
_laughing all the way to the bank 1 told him, me and the Dough
, Boy did, to put some.serious bucks into _the nqtion. So what am
I supposed to do if he doesn't know good advice when he hears,
it? Now it'sjust a matter of time before he's selling 'his mtiffin
tins out 9n Loopy Lape.
. _
On the other hand, you don't catch me all camera shy.
·
My picture's been on the boxior ·sixty.years' and nothing's
changed, I can tell you that. 1~m a regular Jane Fonda. My .
bestseller, Gotta Bake.! has become the dessert maker's Bible,
and equally successful were its follow-ups, Bakin' Bacon! More
Breakfast De.lights and Bakin'_Whoopee! Creative Cuisine For
Carnivorous <:=ouples. Currently in the works is a retr~spective of
recipes prepared over the years on my popular.cable T.V. series,
~

l

"Bake 'em Laugh!" The book, another right-as-rain
__ chartbustei;, is tentatively entitles Gosh, That Was Some ,
B(:lking .We Did There Now, Wasn't It? _and I am certain _
that it will prove once and for all just who is ,tops in
chops! Also coming soon is
NBC mini-se~ies based ·
on my life~ starring Bea Arthur and Richard ·
.
I
,
,
·Chamberlain. So remember: if you ever want to ''bak~"
· anything of yourself, don'tforget the name 'o f America's
Most Beloved Symbol of Trust and Confection.

an

BETTY CROCKER: AMERICA'S MOST
BELOVED SYMBOL
OF TRUST
AND CONFECTION.
.
,,
.
.

DUNCAN HINES: AN UNBALANCED DEGENERATE WITH MORE FINANCIAL WOES
THAN YOU CAN SHA.KEA STICK AT. SHAME ON HIM.

This public servi,ce message paid for' by the.Independant Sub-Coi:nmittee To Help Make Betty Crocker Even Bigger Than Oprah. Non.:.partisan.
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Finster Q. McKay is back,
s~ill ·angry and still old

. J. ~~~•::-~

,
· So the other day, I just had to say to Taruc, "Taruc, ifit ain't broke,
don't fix it." What in the name of Black Jack Pershing does he want a
-riding lawn mower for anyway? Well, to do the lawn, I suppose, but you
, don't need to be galavan ting around like that racer with the funny accent
who does ihose commercials. He's got two legs, doesn't he? Taruc, I
mean. Geez, that really steams me. I haven't been this mad at Tapk since
rightaftertheBigO ne, that'sDouble-U,D ouble-UTwo, when we were
shipping home from Germany and he talkecl_ me into a big poker game
with what's his name and the fella who got seasick. Lost my shirt. Taruc,
too. Not that I lost Taruc, of course, but he lost his shirt, and the wife hates
when I ·do that, except she was back stateside working in the factory
making those planes for our boys. Still, I was really steamed.
· Anyway, I was w.atching the T~V..the other day, you know, that
show with the fat woman who talks a lot and yells at her brat kids, can't
say as I blame her, but I don't know if that sort of thing should be on the
-::, T.V. It'snotlike the old days, that'sforcertain. Notjustthatit's.inc olor;
which it never used to be, and that it comes with ·hydroponic sound,
whatever the heck that means, but tney-just don't seem to have the good
shows like they used to. I remember, come a Tuesday night, you coul~
count on seeing Uncle Milty c_om~ out in a crazy dress. What a riot that
boy was! Not like that stupid show nowwhere all they do is sit around
- and talk at each other. Why
~

by Finster Q. McKay

diner that used to.be down on the street where the fire station is now,
over by the old the~ter where I used to watch the funny guy with a ,
moustache when I was a kid. What great food! At Fred's, I mean, not
at the theater, ~hich had only popcorn, as I recall, although it was good,
too. Old Fred would~oad up yourplate and give you seconds until you
·thought you were going to get sick. Not like these two-bit p·l aces now
that give you not enough to feed pigeon and then charge you an arm
. and a leg. That was another thing about Fred. ,He lost an arm back over ·
in Germany when we were fighting the Kaiser, but he still only charged
. 35 cents for a whole big meal with lots of those fried things I used to like 1
before I met the wife, and just between you and me and the lamppost, ·
~and don't let this get back to the wife for Pete's sake, she isn't the.
.world's greatest cook. Never has been. Cripes, when I got b~ck from
the South Pacific after the Big One, that's Double-lJ, Double-U Two,
· I almost missed the old mess hall slop. Still, she tries her best, God love
.
her, but ·after 52 years you'd thi~ she could get h right.
Fifty-two__years is a long time, though. To ,be married, I mean.
.
I can remember when we first got married, and this was well before I
· knew Taruc, an~ even ~fore all of the trouble in Germany, we didn't
have a penny between us. Not tha! a penny would have done us all that
much good, anyway, although for 35 cents you could get a heck of _a
meal at. old ,. Fr~d ·

a

Simpson's, but I guess I
"What i·n ·the nam·e· .o~r
would you want to watch a
mentioned that. German
~
~
bunch of people sit around
cars! Germancars! That's
.
and talk'l I know I don't.
all they care about these
□
People talk too much _
These young
days!
he want a ri~ing lawn
anyway. I never watch the
marriedcouples,Ir p.ean.
any_
damnshow,butfbe wifelikes And they all end up like
it. Taruc' s wife Pearl got her
tliat Johnny Carson fella
hooked on it. I thiruc Tank
but divorced. Fat lot of ,
show,
own
their
with
and
11-ch
(ha! get it- "think-taruc"~ those kids at LAPHOS are gonna love that one) . ori the T. V. Not
had better start tending to his home life more and stop racing around on good a German car will do them then .. We.fought the German's·, you
--~-- his brand new riding lawn mower. Still, live and let live, I always say. know. Me and Tank, that is. They made,cars then, too, I suspect, but
you didn't see me and the wife running out and getting one, not that we
Just ask Taruc.
The thing is that Tank's about the.only real friend I've got left. could have, since, like I -said, we didn't have a penny between us. But
_
_ Most of my old buddies are pushing up daisies, if you know what I mean . .- that's not the point.
_ Anyway, the fact is that it's fall again. Big- deal. Leaves. Who
' Spect I will be too, one of these days, because, you know, the ol' ticker
isn't what it used to be. ! didn't mean-to get all mushy there. Geez, now in the heck wants to waste their time raking leaves when t~ey could _b e
I'm starting to sound like those people on that dumb show where all they watchin·g that little football guy on the T. V ._who wins all the time? And
ever do is talk, not that I ever watch it; or that dumb movie I saw the other _ another _thing I've never understqod is those crazy people who like to
day where all the guy does is worry about dying. Big deal. You die, you go look at the leaves in the fall. A couple years ago the wife _a nd Pearl,
die. There's nothing you .c an do about it. But the wife,_crimi.ny, she that's Tank's wife, they talked me and Taruc into taking a ride to go look
seems to thiruc that eating about a dozen of those bran things that taste at ,.t he leaves, like we didn't have enough blowing ru;.ound in· the yard.
like an old box, not that I've ever eaten one, an old box, that is, are going Leaves, that is. Anyway, we were never so bored in our lives, me and
to make you live as long as that guy_ frqm the olden days who lived a Taruc, I mean, except for maybe the time the wife and Pearl made us go
really long time. I don't buy it. Except when the wife sends me to the to that stupid inovie yoµ had -to read with the crazy people in it who _
.grocery store. And who gives two hoots what the doctor who's always couldn't speak English. I m~an, when I go to a movie, I want to be able
, poking me says? I'll go on eating butter as long-as I want, not that to just close my eyes and listen. Sure can. 't do that if you have to read,
imitation oleo stuff that tastes like Ben-Gay. Not that I've ever eaten and eyen then I dic,ln'tknow what they were talking about. So we drove
about five hours and just looked at the stupid things. The leaves, I m(?an.
that, either, but you get the idea.
The bestplacetoeattha tlcanrememberw asoldFredSimpso n's It was about the biggest waste of time I -can ever remember. Bah!

Black Jack Pershing does

mower for

1·

_/...

way?"

-.HEY KIDS! ENTER MY BIG POETRY CONTEST I WINNERS WILL BE PUBUSHED
IN LAP~OS.NEXT MONTH! SONNETS, ODES, _EVEN HAIKU WELCOME !
SEND ENTRIES TO ME, 'l(f'l{(j .LJ?LPj{QS, AT THE NEW HAMPSHIRE.
DO IT SOON! NO.PROFESSIO NALS, PLEASE, AND NO DIRTY LIMERICKS . .
THE LAPHOS POETRY CONTEST DOES NOT 'INCLUDE A SWIMSUIT COMPETITION.
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Unlversity Eo·rum
Abortion: issue at an impasse.

.

.

by JimSWingle

I walked out of the- Strafford room of the the abortion issue and the slavery issue. The life until_ birtp.. Until birth occurs, the mother
MUB on Monday night, October 23. with only dividing line between factions of the_slavery and the fetus are one. The fetus is enveloped
one thing more than I had walked in there with: issue was geographical, resulting in states . .within the woman's body and the woman has
a tremendous pounding headache. As I walked seceding from the ·union. For the abortion issue sovereignty over her own body. No one has the
home I found rriyselfwonderingWhy even go lo the · dividing line is impossible to draw right to come between the woman and the · ~
an abortion debate. To put it simply the subject geographically. Perhaps this is a blessing.
sovereignty she holgs over her own body.
seems all debated-out. The Imes are drawn, the
Everyone seems to have their own little
Secondly, I believe that if ✓the goverrimenf ·
_factions_have quite clearly stated their beliefs, domain of beliefs regard;ng the abortion issue. was given the rtght to take sovereign control of
and most people seem to have picked a side. So No matter how varied thes_e domains happep. to a woman's body by forcing her to · carry ari
what's left to cio? Regardless of Supreme Court : be, everyone lines up behind two beliefs:
unwanted child until birth, there· would be
decisions or new Jegislation, the two sides will
nothing to stop it from taking control of all our
never compromise. In the end one side will loose ,
1., Abortion is universally immoral
_bodies iri many other ways. Tyranny does not
and one side will win. The side that wins will not
and should be make illegal. _
rlse up overnight. It is the result ofa.slow rotting 1
have done so because its opinion was more
2. The morality of abortion is a ·
pr<;>cess that eats around the edges before ,
personal decision, and the right of · devouring the heart and soul. ·1 appose the
inoral, orbecauseit debated itspoint better, or
becauseintrinsicallyitwastherightthingtodo.
a woman to m~e that-- decision for
beginnings of tyranny iri any
It will win simply because it is.the majority.
herself and have an abortion if she
These; I hope you ·c an see, · are strong
_Many of the people reading this newspaper
chooses is one that should be
·
convictions. I' did not come up With them
have flipped right by this article, "Oh Christ,"
protected by law.
overnight.Rathertheyaretheresultofeverything
they said to themselves~ ·"another abortion
_
I am. Whether you agree or disagree with my
' ~_rgument." ~ome. of you have decided to hang No matt~r how much rhetoric is passed ba~k · opinions is unimportant. Your domain of beliefs
_ on until at least the second paragraph to see and forth, both arguments, with all of their _isuniquelyyou, theresultofeverythingyouare.
which siqe I'm on. (If you can wait until the the intricacies, can be boiled ·down two these two But, no matter how diversified our.beliefs ate,
fifth parci,graph yo~ will find out.) But the intent . assumpp.ons.
,
we are. all lining up behind one of two groups:
of this article is not to present the same old
Take my posiUon, for instance. I line tip Pro-life or.Pro-choice.
'
argument for one sige or the other. My interest behind the pro-choice bunc:ti, I vehemently
Consider the· opinions of Rev. John C.
hereis how om; country will weather the stonn. believe in the principles ofthe pro-choice side as Rankin, which he expressed during the debate
According to the "Federalist Papers," James stated above, but I also have two underlying on October 23. Briefly, one of his propositions"
Madison believed our form of government would i:n,otives for . that conviction that make ·the was that life does begin at conception. Because
work well (would allow for majority rule while argument a personal one for me. First, I often life begins at conception, the life of the fetus is
protecting -minority rights) because it,,woul.g ~ . :l!,~W,Jhe qµestion: ~
en dq~s life begin? _TIJ, _ considered eq~al in yalue to·. the life of _th~ divide issues info n:iany overlapping factions. only answer I can logically come ~p with is tha~ mother. Because both lives are equal in value,
But, :what :\Jappens when a particular issue life must -begin at the momen~ of conception. Rev. Rankin believes that ~e basic right of;the
divides itself into two uncompromising and __- Most people automatically assume that because unborn fetus should be protected by law. One of
deeply divided factions? Ope example o( this is I hold that opinion I_am anti-abortion; On the those rights in the right to go o~ living.
'Again, :Rev. Rankin did not come up with - the issue of slavery. -Our system of government contrary. Though I believe a life begins at
didn't handle that one veiy well: it resulted in conception (as I believe all t~ings begin at the these convictions an hour before the debate. His
civil war. There are obvious differences between beginning), Idonotbelieveitbecomesasovereign opinions are almost diametrically opposed to
those of my own. As Rev. Rankin an4 I stand
· face to face, waving our ideals in front of each
other, what -solution can there be to our
argument? both of us are unwilling to yield the
slightest inch. Can there be a solution? Our
federal system of government provides no _
solution. Things would be a lot simpler if we
lived in a society that had developed some
quintessential mores that ~e all could follow
faithfully. But ours
a diverse $0Ciety, and
most seem to like it that way.
The simple fact is that there is no solution.
We as a society \may be testing out new ground.
How we or our government hold up through-all
of this is the experimental result that has not
come in yet. As a -country we have survived
many heated debates, but not since the civil war
have we run up against one so deeply divided
'
'
/
-along one rift.
I don't wish to sound like this is ·t he likely · defeat of our country. l don't believe it is. But,
back to my original question. Why go to an abortion debate and hear all the~same rhetoric?
Why put up with the headache? Because I
believe in what I amftghtlng for. And, although
our society may not have come up with a ·
solution to our impasse yet, I believe that
someday it will. I want to make sure that my
beliefs are part of that solution. :~o the next time
there is art abortion debate, or r~ly, or fundraiser, look around. Rev. John C. Rankin will be
there fighting for the nghts of the unborn_fetus.
I will be there fighting the slow rot of tyranny.
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Jim Swinglf! is ari English major at UNH.
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On the 50th Anliiv,er sary of thf! U.S.
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- An eveiring of rememberance and reflection of the
r.J:olocaust and two survivors to recount .their experiences ·
6:30 pm, This coming Monday, November 13 , Strafford _
Room ' MUB ·_
Reception and refreshments to foll_ow, in the Durham Roo~
· Free to all full~time undergraduates tudent~ _
General admission_$1.00 ·
Sponsored by Hillel, UNH's Jewish StudentOrganiz ation,·
PFO, & The Diversity Committee
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Phish: Having a party in the MUB
openingnumber, animpressive talesofsellingthingsandtaking
Back in 1983, guitarist tune driven by a funky/blues/ baths and assorted cheetahs
and grandmothers, and that's
Trey Anastasio couldn't help rock beat.
head · just one song.
Anastasio's
but laugh at John Fishman's
Phish played two sets.
appearance. Huge, thick swtU1g back and forth like a.
glasses and an insane beard clucking ·chicken as he sang, After the first one_, I asked the
smeared the -face of the tiny ~We're all in this
UVM student. But when Trey together/And we
realized .that Fishman was,t!ie need to take a
same boy who was pounding bath." Orinaybe
out elaborate percussive loops . thoseweren'tthe
Who
in his dormitory, an idea - lyrics.
popped into his head: form a cares? The grip
band. Page McConnell and they held on the
Mike Gordon were roped in on audience was
organ and bass, respectively. tr emend o us.
Phish had spawned (pictured Girls swayed in
the audience like
at right).
Phish swam . in to 60's saints. Or,
Durham last Thursday riight, as one of the
playing to a sold-out crowd of Phish lines said,
600 in the MUB. I wasn't sure "'Ibousands ran
what.to expect. Judging by the along/Chanting
crowd, Phish seems to appeal words from a
tomanyDeadHeads-'butwait! song." T h e
Keep reading! They are -music con~isted.
certainly more appealing to the of excellent Jam
masses than Jerry's tired sessionsm~ed
tribulations. In truth, their to story-line
musicisdifficulttolabel, which -vocals. They
is why labels have stay~d away. p l a y e d
Most record companies seem .every th in g .
to be waiting for ·Phish to Gentle melodies
descend into one style ofmusic, that would make .
b \,!t it is their extreme diversity hi~ school _age~
U,-at makes -Phish so c:ry met Jagged
interesting. That, and their endings, the kind
. talent. These guys are real . thatwouldmake.'
musicians; a really tight unit. you examine
They took the stage an your tape deck
·
hour late, something this fordefaults. Thencameatlash drummer how he would define
j9u:rnalist did not appreciate. I oflight;_s, the crash ofthe "'China his music. "'A lot ·of fun, .. he
· mean, they do have a strong Boy,.. and the room whirled said. That's about as accurate
following, but they're not that and wailed under the. assault as one can get with · Phish. '
famous. Yet Butmydiscontent · of rapid fire guitar and vocal. Indeed, ifPhish has a message,
was squashed by the sheer · The lyrics are elabo~te stories , itseemstobe, "Wearehereand
power that .they extended. that would blossom- in vinyl this is a party." They bounced
trampolines iri midon
Wow. "'Bathtub Gin.. was their soil. Live, they were confusing around
.
I
by -Mathew Gross

s9ng, and Jon played the first advice. Yours truly dropped
his pen, pulled up his pants,
set in a blue sundress.
The audience had no and began swooping across the ·
objections. Indeed, it was this venue like a whooping crane.
casual, "Let's have fun" attitude That·s what Phiish will do to
that makes Phish such a special · you. They're the ultimate party
band. you can·t
resist the power of
this Burlingto_n
four-piece. so, if
you missed ·them.
get a copy of their
- tape, Junta. Or t:ry
to catch them
again-. They play
about three gigs a
week, and their
future plans are to
hit Philadelphia
this month, and
Washington and
in
Baltimore
A
December:
nationai tour ls ·
_ planned for March
or April. Yes, even
like
Phish
California beaches.·
.Thursday
night was an
unending
.. celebration ofworld
.music.- But Phish
proved to be
strongerswimmersl'
-t hat I. Exhausted,
I left around eleven, ,
a full hour before
Phish closed with
an oldAC/DC tune.
salmon. People pranced in the I took fourteen valium and
audience like · _ep·ileptic climbed into bed, but still I was
squirrels. My friend George . over-excited by the musical
· ran up to ine, shouting,_"'Dance spectacle I'd just witnessed.
Mani" Then he fell to the floor With their talent and orlginalUy,
andbegantotlaillikea.' .. well, . Phi.sh will soon be swimming in
greater waters.
like a fish out of water.
ThisJouinalist took the

Crimes and Misdemeanors: New Allell
by Marc A. Mall)igonian ,
working on a documentary- on ' His father was a devout Jew, a flashback when Landau·s
With Crimes and _his brother-in-law, Alan Alda,
but Landau cannot, or will not ' father -argues with- his sister
Misdemeanors, Woody Allen an • extremely successful

believe. He is respected, but he
finally breaks out of his two television- producer whom .
has no integrity; he cheats on
film long funk. Crimes and Woody loathes. Bringing the
· his wife for two years with
M~demeanorsdoes for the BO's two plQts together is Sam
Huston, and then thinks he
what Manhattan did for the ·waterston, Woody's other
can just discard Huston when
1o·s, -a nd then some; it is an brother--in-law, pious rabbi . he gets bored with her.
incredibly_biting look at our who has connections with
Here's the rub; he does
shallow_and godless society, Landau because he -is losing discard her (he has her bumped
where people have no moral his sight.
off) and he does get away with
center and thus become ·
The§erious plot ts the it. Oh, he is wracked with-guilt
capable of doing horrible deeds. most accomplished "serious" for a while, but he gets bver it.
and filmmaking Allen has_done to
Crimes
So here's .the dilemma; why
Misdemeanors has two main date. Whereas his flr;st serious
anyone be moral if you
should
' plots, a ..serious" one and a film, Interiors, had its virtues,
away with being
get
can
"comic" one, which parallel and it was plagued by col9ness; the
Especially if there is
immoral?
comment on e.;tch othe:;r, and same can be said, with va:rying
no God; Landau has no belief
which intersect at certain degrees, to his last two films,
in a god, thus he has no fear of
' points. ·The serious plot centers the miserable September and
having to pay for his actions.
around Martin Landau as a the bad Bergman imitation .
He consults Waterston, the
highly successful eye doctor Another Woman. .The Martin
rabbi, in the depths of his·
· whose h~ppy family life is· Landau plot, however, is
despair, but he fails to hear
threatened by an incre~singly remarkably well . written and
what Waterston has to say.
clinging and possessive filmed in what has become a
Waterston explains that h~
mistress.AnjelicaHuston. The recognizable Allen style (actors ·
could not go on living if fie was
comic · plot centers around, moving ~ and· out of empty
not sure of a god~ fixed moral
surprise, Woody, who plays a spaces, disjointed time).
presence in the universe;
· struggling documentaiymaker Landau's eye doctor is a man
without this, all would be chaos.
with a failing marriage who is who lacks a strong moral core.
Tots convers~tion echoed in

about god; might makes rtght,
she argues, and he counters
that the only truth is in god.
Clearly, Landau inherited
neither his father's faith nor
his belief in a higher sense of
good (apart from religion). He
is morally bankrupt.
I don't think that it is a
coincidence that this major plot
ls so strikingly similar to that
of Fatal Attraction. -Jn both, a
dangemus Uaison leads to the
elimination of a mistress and a
"happy-,. ending for the male
protagonist. The difference is
that in FatalAttractio~ we are
meant to be happy at the death
of the Glenn Close ·character
and we are reassured when·
Michael Douglas is reconciled
to his wife. Allen exposes the
m~ral yacuousness of this
quintessential BO's stance; he
gives Landau a conventionally
"happy" ending, but leaves no
doubtofhis merits in the overall
· scheme of things. That is, if
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ther~-is 'an overall scheme of
things.
Woody's plot points out ·
that moral bankruptcy and Jack
ofintegrttyexistonlesserlevels. . Unlike in Manhatta~ where-he
· drew irony from the audience·s
expec'tations that he should be ·
' the m<;>ral center of a film _
populated largely by weasels.,
but where he turned out to be
as questionable as eve:ryone
and ·
Crimes
else, . in
Misdemeanors · Woody is the
true voice of integrity. He is a
maker of smatl documentaries
on Sl,!bJects important to him,
btit his wife (Joanna Gleason)
wishes he would be more
ambitious like her brother, Aian
Alda. Woody agrees to do the
documentacy on Alda in order
to get enough money for a
project near to his heart; a
d,o cumenta:ry on a philosophy
professor -who teaches a
doctrine of love and tolerance . .
The Alda character

Woody page 18
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De bb ie do es Bo sto n
. Depb ie Harry perfo rms .a t the ¢han nel
byJ.W. Morss
Debbie did Boston last sturdy framework to play ip. leaning back on the railing and
week. No, not- that ·Debbie. I The first work had the thrill of looking over it at something ·
mean DeborahH any. You may a come-on in "X Offender" and below. She is drawn just
remember her: she put the the teeth of a punk putdown in slightly apart from the others.
blonde, if not the bitch and "Rip Her To Shreds." Th~ir The cover is very revealing and
bleach, in Blondie, a trendy elusive sound ·was continued . almost deliberatel y ironic. This
newwave band from New York. on their follow-up , t~e album didn't fare as well, both
Deborah Hany personifie<Uhe distinctive ly underrate d Plastic artistically and commercia lly,
it was as the previous two. Perhaps·
until
status of the band she fronted: Letters,
"' she was hot, sizzling with a · commerci ally redefined with Deborah had a premoniti on of
stylized -look and a hooker's Parallel Lines.. Every song had the band's fall from grace, for ,
sass. She threatened all the a hook which wouldn't quit. she soon tried her luck at
perhaps · acting. Anyway,_ the band
women while she throttled all Robert Fripp,
emulating Brian Eno's work dissolved after one .more
the men.
Some critics charge with the similarly New York- la~kluster album, l 982's The
that Blondie whored their based Talking Heads for their Hunter. Soon . the public's
sound. For evidence, look to second Ip, added his indelible memory of a group which for a ·
"Heart of Glass~ (disco), "Call ,guitar print to "Fade Away and couple of years ~ould do no
Me" (techno-pop}, and "ToeTide Radiate" (he would join them wrong faded and turned to a
Woody continu ed from page 1-7
Is High" (reggae) . . But these lat~r on stage for their 1979 British-Am erican substitµte of
same critics could only chew world tour. Eat To The Beat the Pretenders .
a target for one of rewarded, while true faith and/
Ifyou're looking to hear provides
. on their frustrated pens while · proved to be another strong
integrity
sion, anti- or
anti-televi
personal
Allen's
each of the above-men tioned work. Especially noteworth y Blondie in Deborah's new work kitsch tirades. He takes care ,t o (Waterston , Allen) are left out. .
songs went to number one pn was Deborah's voice, displaying entitled Def Dumb & Blonde point out that, while Alda may .iri the cold.
the singles charts. And ,t hat great range and agility from you're going to have to don rose ' have a "closet full of Emmys,"
It is clear that Allen
wasn't all: "Sunday Girl" and softer tunes like "Shayla" and colored ear filters, even though · what he does is worthless disapprov es ·of the Landau,. "Atomic" were number one "Union City Blue" to · rockers . Blondie's leader and original because it is cheap and easy. mentality, but it is also clear
singles in the UK, while like "The Hardest Part" and the guitarist, Chris Stein, is all over The document ary he produces that he· realizes that not
"R,apture" became their last title cut. Deborah was also this work. ..Def," hence the
shows Alda in ·the worst light eveiyone is blessed with the
number one US single in 1981. more involved in the n~nie, is danceabJ e and possible.; footage of him is -~nd offaith that Waterston or
You can't agree with success, songwrttlilg than ever before, pleasantly grows ·c;m you, but juxtapose d, Eisenstein -style, Landau's father has. The only
responsibl e in part for i=eight what's _missing is the sweet with footage of Mussolini. This thing that prevents most of us
you can only envy it.
But if you thought out of twelve songs. Her star urgencyo f"l 1:59" or the sonic
·
is obviously done for gross from performin g inhuman acts
Blondie was Qnlyasing les band was rising, although perhaps , touches of "Bermuda Triangle comic effect, but just as , is a sense of personal integrity.
you.were wrong. Blondie IDiay more quickly than the others Blues (Flight 45)." Still, I wish ·obviously, for Allen, it is not Allen has always maintaine d
Ms. Harry renewed . success.
have had more fun, but that in the group wished.
· that great a leap from Alda's this in his films; ev~n his bad
The album cover· for certainly, if the show at the lack of· personal integrity to film~ have not r.epresente d any
was principally due to Clem
Burke's drum roll assaults and l 980's Autoamer tcan;' shows Channel was any indication , Landau's moral emptiness , and kind of ",s elling out" or _
Jimmy Destri's Coney Island .and artist's renderirig of ·the ' she suil has an appreciabl e, from there to the kind of moral prostitutio n of his talent. And ·
keyboard fills which gave the group on the roof of some tall · and very apprecia tive, depravity that produces a . athisbest -suchasC rimesand
guita~s and voice a broad, _city ,building. Deborah 1$ audience.
·
Mussolipi.
Misdemeanors- he transcend s
All of this is reinforced conventio nal notions of ···
by Mia Farro~·s character, a .. comedy" or "dram~." People ·,
productio n assistan~ pn · the like ,Pauline Kael may lament
document aiy who appears to· the absence of "vulgar_energy"
share Woody's contempt .for in his later films (she always
Alda ·and his enthusias m for says that- what does she want
his other project, but who ends him to do, go back to slipping
up engaged to Alda. As if this on giant banana peels?) but he
· viasn 't bad enough, the stlll stands one of the two or
film
dominan t
professor who is the subject of three
his ·document ary kills himself. personalit ies of his era. Crimes 1
What's going on here? and Misdemea nors simply
Immorali ty and spiritucil reaffirms his position.
emptiness (Landau; Alda) are

DIRECTF.D BY JOHN EDWARDS AND
LARRY ROBERTSON
NOVEMBER
NOVEMBER
NOVEMBER
NOVEMBER

l0 & 11 AT 8:00 P.M.
i 5 AT 10:30 A.M.
15 .& 16 AT 7:00 P.M.
17 & 18 AT 8:00 P.M:

DINNER THEATER PACKAGE AT THE
NEW ENGLAND CENTER- RESTAURAN T

JOHNSON THEATER, PAUL CREATIVE
ARTS CENTER, DURHAM, N . H .·
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-SUZANNE LANDOLPH-1·
presents

I

.

. Jl

_·. provocative, ·
_zany ,_
ce{e6ration ofsaferse7G .
I

Wednesday Nov. 15
7pm _·
Granite ·s tate Room .
· $2 Students
· $4 Non-Studen ts
presented by M USO
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SUPERGUY
HEY DUDE, NO
\JELL, I VAS
WJ.IOA DUO£,
GREETINGS. MY
PROBLEM, I~M
VONDE'RJN6 If
-NAME IS SUPERGUY. .RELAX. JVsr·
MY CRF.ATOR,ER .. UMj TELL ME VJ/ATS . '{OU \J00LD LI KE GlAO TO HELP. IN
ON YOVR MIN£>
TD ASSIST ME IN FAlT I ALREADY
I MEAN·MY. . .
FITTING IN\JITH . RAVE AN IOEA.
OTHER STUDENTS.

HACKS HALL

BY JoHN

HrRTL-£!

THAT Mus',: BE TH£ BUGTHAT'S .BEEN
AT

i'.EV~RYONE
L ATL Yun
\

.

.

HJTTtNG-

t.A.N,li
.

··'lJeatli in J-{eaven 'Ifie Media Cliiftf 6y Jiff :Jlarris ·

E .INTER.R.IJf
,IC 5 T.R.IP
· 7

rH IT~ CRUNCHY RAN
YL£ FORMVJ..AI so RE
· ~ - - W£'J..L J\1AK£ MoRE.
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So, what are you doing on·,yo~r day off? .·
._ .·- .·. . · ·Why not come to the ·

'

I

•

\

t -. J _ t , ,MUSIC FESTIVAL ... . ,J t- .P FRIDAY-in th.e Strafford Room of the MUB
featUring: ·
. - The last Waltz --- The Band 2:00 pm
Y~llow Submarine'•--The·eeaUes 4:00 pm
· . Gimme Shelter ---The Rolling Stones 6:00 pm Tommy---The Who 8:00 pm·
BRING YOUR-PILLOW.AND ALL YOUR FRIENDS!!

Each movie $1 STUDENTS, $2 NbN-STUDENlS

1
, -· ·

•

, ,
I

•

'

,

J
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Classified
.

.

1981 HONDA CIVIC,, AM-FM TYPING/WORD PROCESSING,
CASSETTE, 79,500 MILES, NEW · Professional Quality, very
BRAKES/MUFFLER $950. JEFF reasonable' prices, . spelling
778-2607 NIGHTS 332-5800 DAY accuracy included. Call Margaret
Moran, 742-2037, Dover.
1983 DODGE OMNI - new muffler,
new· rq.diator; 4 speed, . AM/FM Professional Word pr~cessing,
radio, some rust, high mileage but Resume Writing, Editing and
reliable $450 or B.O. 742-2558.
Writing Services. Discount rates
for students. A.H.H. Executives
us·· GOVERNMENT SURPLUS 692-5369 ·· 7 days/wk.
Camouflage clothing, field jackets,
boots, overcoats, hoods, flyers' TYPING/WORD PROCESSING,
coveralls,, snow cruno. Thurs. , Professional quality,
very
reasonable prices, spelling
Fri., Sat. 12:00-5;~ p.m. Rte .. 4
Northwood Ridge 942-,5378.accuracy mch.ided . . Call Margaret
Moran, 742-2037.
'74 Volvo Statio.n Wagon,
Automatic, new battery, snows,
PROFESSIONAL TYPING - for
stereo, equalizer, $600:or best offer.
students and professors. $1.25/
page. Pick up and delivery in
43i-.o o97.
Durham available. Call Jo-Anne
1981 Datsun Wagon. , Good at 332-6162.
running condition- 32 MPG on
highway. Passes inspection. No· WRITING-RESEARCH-EO.ffiNG
work needed. $600, Ron . 335- Versatile, expert staff.
Fast servi,ce, reasonable rates.
3613.
800-331-9783 ext.. 888
"ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES fr.om $ 100. Get into self-defense and exercise
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, at HWANG'S .SCHOOL OF
Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 1- TAEKWON-DO 42Main.St. Dover, ·
602-838-8885 EXT A1858t
743-6500, Call now"for special
semester rates.
'84, GMC ·5 - 15 pickup, standard
tran.s,, 4 cyl.. 64k miles, just tuned, WORD PROCESSJNG. Services
AMJ:FM cassette $2500 868-2322 • include ·resumes, papers, reports,
desktop publlshing, mailing Usts)
Ho~da Accord $965. 00 · Air labels, transcription. Quality
conpitioning, new <brakes, good guarante,ed. Student discounts
pl~s 10%offfornewclients. Pickup
bocly, extra tires 742-:-5197 eves
and .delivery available. Call Cindy
198V VW GOLF GTI, 16-valve, at Words & More at (207). 3241834.
beautiful maroon coupe, 56K mi.,
$6i000. Cal 772-3205 evenings. ·
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING,
'8l/ F0rd Mustang white w/red Professional Quality, very
.interior~ · Excellent s~ereo w/ reasonable prices, spelling
equalizer, sunroof, inspectable. accuracy included. Call Margaret
Moran, 742-2037, Dover.
$695, ofB,6. -964-6459: ,.

ROOMMAn; NEEDED - FOR . includes "heat". Avail. Spring
SPRING SEMESTER Would share Semester. · Call 868-6413.
DoverDuplexwith 2 other students.
Non-smoker. Quiet and homey. . PKT,_TI-IE LOSER QUAD LIVESU
$200 a month includes electricity.
Lara Sanders - nerdmeist~r and
Call Bethany 742-7503.
paper towels kid! Love, Steph

EVELYN
INFO.

@

862-5546 FOR MORE

I need a ride .to.Syracuse area Nov.
9 or 10. Ij>lease call me at 2-7685 if
you _can he1p.

Beautiful Apt. for second sem. W/
SuellenRyd~r-Yougeekfaced bird- . Hold"on the.memories at UNH -w/
W carpeting, W /D, dishwasher, •
brained pa.in] Love ya, st~pher ·.
aBalfourClassRingonyourflnger.
deck, yard, priv_a te. 1 rm·in 3 rm

Tues + Wed Nov 7-8 in the MUB
duplex. Worth the $300/mo rertt.
'
T-Shµi:s
·
$
10,
sweatshirts$22.
See
·
10-3.
8 min from UNH in Lee; call 659Ray or Brian at Kappa Sig 868- - - - - - - - - - - - - 5942.
9855. Or go to' the table on Main ATTENTION ALL GREEKS! Order
Street _e very Friday.
ofOmegaApplicationsareavailable _
Pam, Tisa and Kmuny are looking
now. See your chapter president
for a roommat~ next · semester at
qr, pick one up at the Student
Liz
Gottmann
,..
Morrissey
lives.
their wonderful apartment in the
Activities Office. Application
Blue House. Do you know us and Love, Steph ·
dea,dline is Nov. 8.
need a room? Call 868-24601
Becky- nice birthday ... suit; that ·
IT WILL BE UiE EDUCATIONAL
. FEMALE WANTED! For spring is
EXPERIENCEOFYOURLIFETIMEI
xoxo
semester and/or, summer· in
BE IN WASHINGTON ON NOV 12
p.s.
Happy
Belated
Birthday
Newmarket house. Low rent ·at
FOR 'IHE PRO-CHOICE MARCH.
_,,,
$205/month plus utilities. Roomy,
BUSSES. LEAVING
FROM
College
Republicans!
Join
us
Thurs
,
cable 1V, on Coast bus route. No
DURHAM. CALL EVELYN BY NOV
night
·
7
pm
at
the
MUB
PUB
fqr
.
. pets or smokers'. A must see! Call
1 862-5546 FOR MORE INFO~
Doug Scamman's talk on N.H.
Leslie or Abi at 659-2386.
VOICE YOUR CONCERNS ABOUT · Get your Balfour Rings here! MUB
10-3 Tues+ Wed Nov 7-8.
N.H.I ENViRONMENf-ABORfION
- TAXES - EDUCATION. NH
HOUSE
SPEAKER
DOUG MOBILIZATION FOR WOMEN'S
Bridge-They were two years of hell, -SCAMMANWILLBEINACORNER LIVES. NOV 12. Don'tjusthearit
but it was worth itl Don
OF -TI-IE MUB PUB THURS NOV on the news, be ·there yourselfl
9th :7PM FREE ·
Busses leave from Durham. For
Donate Groceries! Saturday 11
·more info call Evelyn 862-5546 by
November, 10am to 2pm at the TAXES! TAXES! TAXES! _NH House _N_ov_l_________,;._ _ __
Dover Shaw's. . Help MORTAR .•
speaker Doug Scamman will 1:>e·in
. BOARD brighten Thanksgiving for ·the MUB PUB talking about .NH Pro(essional Word Processing for
the needy!
and its fut~e. 7 pm THURS,Nov. your reports, documentation,
thesis,
etc.
9th. Just-watch for the sign for maquscripts,
Bridget- Thanks for the best two
Experienced, efficient, reasonable
location.
years of_my life- Don.
rates, quick-return. Call Flash
Adoption: ' Vermont family (UNH Fingers (Janet·Boyle), 659-"3578.
Hey Tree, A.K.A. Fern, how did alumni) with 2 adopted children
your bed really break?!?
offers love, laughter and security Hi Andra. Whats up? Roofle
"'
to your infant. We-long to complete Poofle '
Bob- I want to press my voluptuous
our family. Can we help eac~
body firmly against you. Will you other?· Call Mary and Paul collect PREGNANT? - MAY WE ADOPT
niake me breakfast sometime? The at (802) 375-2507
. YOURBABY? Couple with 15years
bigH.
of marriage, one child, $ secure,
Attention ALL SENIORS: Senior _ large country home. P.O. Box .31
ALISON-you brazen hussy! .
Night at Benjamin's tonightat9:00 Franklin, NH 03235.
' pm. There will be Free Appetizers
To the superior minded one and \ for everyone,, who comes. · ·we will , 2,· 4, 6; 8 who do we appreciate?,
his side:.kick, get ready t;o pray to · also be raflling off T-shirts and gift ·· UN}l of co~I Well"'.'show it w/a
Soloflexexe~ise m,_a, chine complete
the porcelain god on Th1;1rsday.
w/butterfiy•: and leg attachments
certificates. Come.early and don't · Balfour class ring! .MUBl0-3 Nov
UNH SPRING BREAK ·1990 $650or B.6. 868-2803: ..
get locked out again!
7 +8.
JAMAICA MON'IEGO BAY! Don't Happy · Belated Birthday ·to the
be
fooled
by
cheap
imi~tiohsl·
Call
Thermal
Service
Lab
God,
Conner.
Beautiful Brown '79 Rabbit for sale.
. ,FUNGUS HEAD!- Happy Birthday ADOPTION: Educated farm couple
Huge, above a~erage , sunrooi Kirstet:1 or Renee · 868-2177,
~~ Did you find a fong enough ruler?
Rad, from now on, no laughing and offers your newborn love, stability,
Everything\vronghasalr~dybeen
wonderful life. Expenses paid. Call
n~ girls. Sirtcere~y, a giblet eater.
Bob -: wasn't that you I saw doing
collect Susan and Alan :802-59-2the slutwalk past Young's Saturday FREE NEWSPAPERS! BUNDLES 3384
morning? I think ·it. was, and I , + BUNDLES to be given a~yl If
742-750~. .
~ : ~;:::::,,:,:,::,~~-~·;;·;~~-~---·
thihk you were wearing the same you need, some or can help µs .. A1TENTION ALL GREEKS! Order
7
thing I saw you .in Friday night. · please call the New Hampshire @ . ofOmegaApplications are available . '
now. See you chapter president or 86i-l-323.
Hmm ...
semester. Call 868-6413.
pick one up at the StudentActMties
LO~I-I , One pair of b~ue Vuarnet
.
omce.
Due ~y Nov.'. ~.
.
Sunglasses. I kn9w you've found
HELP:
,
hivestigative
reporter
Roommate, Portsmouth, non Donna, Thanks for this weekend.
then.J.. REWARDIII , No questions s~oker, no pets, clean, responsible, I'm so glad we got to talk. The interested in talking to students
Kriatine, it's true,
. akedJ PLEASEIII Cali .,John 868- ~tµdent or professio~ for in-town champagne was great. Elephant
~bout forced group sex on campus.
Fidelity,
I pledge tc{you. · ·
· roomy ·home on Karivan: Call for shoes whole bunches. '-Snoopy
2990.
All calls will be kept confidential;. Maybe late one Friday night,
.
,d.e t~s after 5:00, 436-06~8
Please call collect..(212)580-5Jl5. w~ can walk ih the pale mponlight?
'IEECH - Baby you can sleep while
.
.
P,.S~R
Room Avail,;ible spring semester in I drive. - CT
ASA presents Joe C0me~u: CPAlar,ge, all stud~nt house. ,Female ·- - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - from Arthur Anderson ·s p ~ g
Really, Really' J¥ally' Really' Really'
EXCELLENTSUMMER&CAREER only~ -One~.niile from Thompson Melonhead, Ing~. and J.P. -We're
in ~e huh? Awesome! (x5). Oµr
OPPORlUNTIES;now available for Halt Reasonable. CallKat\e· 743- all alm.ost there - hopefully! Won't about business consulting.
Wednesday, Nov. ·8, 6:30-8:30.pm. ~n. Christopher, . doesn't have to
college studex{ts & gradu~tes with 0962 · ·
·
it be greatto fln~y sister up. Love
rm 208 McConnell. ·. ALU · ARE kriow.
i - ··
Resort Hotels, Cruiselines, Aitlti).es,
you guys. Fleagle:
·
WELCOME ·
Amu.._seinent Paiks)md Camps·. .For · Apt. for rent in Durham. Clean,
·
·
· Ring, Ring, · Ring - _Ba,four Ring~
·more ' information and an well,.keptandveryclosetocampus. , Hi Greg. Call.me sometime
·Start.a new·fratemity, no hazing, .. that isl Tues+ Wed Nov 7+8·in the · . ·
appH~ation; write National , Roomforonefemale, non-smoker. .
-.
brotherhood, integrity, PHI Kappa MUB,. ro- !
··
' -.
3
. Coll.egiate Recrea~on Service; PO . .
call Kim at 868-5311. .
Tara - I want lo thank you for a Sigma is starting a new tradition.
Box 8074; Hilton·Head, SC 29938.
greatrelaxingweekend, and I didn't Cal!_ Scott Spoffotd x701,0
.'
'Roommate. wanted to share two- even mind the raking. Love your
Hi Andrea, Karen and Rita.
,
A1TENTION -HIRINGJ Government bedroom Cape in Lee (near UNH). little sis - Felicia ·
.How do you s,pell n;iemories? · B-A-' ··· Please please please please call.
$400
per
month-plus
1/2
utilities.
jobs ._ your area.· Many immediate
L-F-O-U-Ri Get your class rings-at me because, as I told someone
Pauline! Holla! How is Spain? N~w the MUBI 10-3 Tues + Wed Nov.
openings without waiting list or Call evening 659-7078.
today, I've forgottori what yo~,
Hampshire is still the same! I hope
test. $17,840 - $69,485. . Call l""
1±6
look like:
NEWMARKET
2
·
BR,
$480
.
per
yo_
u
.
r
u:e
ha,ving
a
blast
but
still
602-838-~85. EXT Rl8587 .
month · imdudes hear, off-street remember us yankees back homel T-Shirts $1(), sweatshirts $22, See
'
Ray or Brian at Kappa Sig 868-:- EILEEN, DON'T WORRY. THERE
EQUESTRIAN .OPPORIU;NITIESI parking and is ·on the Karl-van.. I miss you! love, Kristi,
ca\1
868-2281.
'
Pleas~
.9 S55. _ Or'go to the table on Main · ARE PEOPLE IN·TI-IE WORLD
WORKING STUDENT VACANCIES
STUDIOUS MALE ROOMMATE Street every:Friday.
WHb DON'T nilNK YOU'RE A
at GREEN ACRES STABLES Inc.,
Housing WANIEDFORSPRINGSEMESTER
LU~m: ,.
the area's leading show stable is MALE. WANTED! I
available -spring semester in 2 TO SHARE 2i , BEDROOM POIN . THE
PRO-CHOICE ·
hiring and can schedule hours per bedroom
apartment to _s hare with APARIMENT. · ' FOR INFO CALL MOVEMENT IN .WASHINGTON
student needs. Call DENNIS or
_Hey Big Bry- ~nny•~ looking
.
.
~ studious roommate. Please call 743-0906.
. WITH THOUSANDS OF OTHER
MICHELE
742-3377.
.
\
_7 43-0906, leave message.
AMERIGANS
ON . SUNDAY good:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - WalktoClasses. rSharehousewith NOVEMBER12TH. BUSSESWILL
four awe'some guys. $245 a month

_____________
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HEY BUDDYI
Here's Your

WRIT~ fOR TH
UNIVERSITY FORUM.
SPEAK OUT.

Picture Persona l ! .
"· I got it at

The
New Hamp$h ire
rm. llOB MUB

CONLY $10)

\V'1ENilCCJE IL(O)lUNCGJE _upstairs at
ROGER'S FAMOUS PIZZA HOUSE
•is now open both
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS
with ID)J IBN1rlE1RflI'.A\IlNMJENr
~

serving BEER, WINE, & COCKTAILS

· .
We'd-like to show you apath
that often holds Ifie greatest reward.
No Cover -21 & over- ID's please
869 Central Ave- Dover 74f-9870

"HEY THER E PARTNER!''

Rewarding careers for people
who care.
Down the road a few years from
now, you're going to be glad ym,i chose
a career path today that's right in the
heart of Boston. It's Northeastern
University's Boston-Bouve College
of Human Development Professions
- the smart choice that leads to a
greater reward for people who
really care.
The graduate programs offered by
Boston-Bouve College provide you
with a wide range of career opportu-,
nities in health, sport, and leisure ·
studies, rehabilitation, counseling,
communication disorders, and
education.
Our faculty have received national
and international recognition for
their research, teaching and service
to others and to their profession.
Boston-Bouve College has wellestablished clinical affiliations with
some of Boston's leading medical,
educational and research facilities.
Study may lead to a master's
degree, certificate of advanced graduate study (CAGS), or doctoral
degree. Most programs are offered,

on a part-time as well as fuil-time
basis, combining classroom theory
with practical hands-on experience.
Courses meet in the late afternoon /
and early evening, so students can
continue to work.
Graduate programs are·offered in
the following areas:
Athletic 'Iraining
Audiology
.Biomechariics
Clinical Exercise Physiology
College Student Personnel Work
& Counseling
Consulting Teacher of Reading '
Counseling Psychology
Curriculum & Instruction
Educational Research
Human Development
Human Resource Counseling
Human Services Specialist
Physical Education
Recreation, Sport & Fitness
Management
Rehabilitation Administration
Rehabilitation Counseling
School Counseling
School Adjustment Counseling
School Psychology
Speech-Language Pathology

Special Education
Teacher Preparation
Call (617) 437-2708, orwrite-Gra:duate School, B0ston-Bouve College
of Human Development Profession<:,
107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University,Boston, MA 02115. Because. some of life's greatest rewards come
to those w~o care.

How about gettin'
Boston-Bouve
College
Northeastern
University

a creative portrait
·

done by

MIKE PARNHAM / MARK A. ,M ILLER "
CALL:772-869.5

778-0114

Or stop by The New Hampshir e or
MUSO in the MUB sometime soon!

An equal opportunity/affinnative action university.

It's ~ot ·t oo early to·start thinldn'
about Christmas gifts!

WRJTE FOR

THE

NEW

SALE DATES
Nov. 11th, 12th, 13th
.

.

.

'

345£ore St., Portland, ME 51 Ceres St., Portsmouth, NH· 773-7784

(UJ-~ crr-0

ATHLETE
· of tlie

WEEK! week Of: Nov. 7th

PRESENTED -

BY-

. Name; Shelly Robinson
6gorc Field Hockey

·•~· Senior co-captain Shelly Robinson ·
;~·• led the UNH field hockey t.earµ t.o
the inaugural North Atlantic
Conf. Championship, Wednesday,
as she scored the Wildcats' lone
goal in aJ-0 win over /
.
HAYDEN
Northeastern. Robinson started
S P O R T S : _the play as the e~d-:line hitter on a
penalty·corner; and finished it as
the goal-scorer by chasing down a
loose ball and slapping it past the
_H uskie netminder early in the
first period. It was Robinson's ·
n. fa-in s· ·
second game - ~ g goal of the
- ::JVL~ ,_,
·-4. ·. season. UNH finished the regular
38
~ ~U..,..fi~m ~ f nr .:' . season with a 14-4 record and a
~=!J I i
.I "-Jl
perfect 4-0 ~C record.

a:.

03824

,,...

Look for the ·Athlete of the Week· every
Tuesday, ONLY in the New Hampshire.

-

----

UNH ·
FOOTBALL
\

6InARow

2ToGo
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Pµc k stop s sho rt·
fot 'Cat s ' 5-4

.

.,,

.

play to make the score 5-1. The
By Brian Brady ·
kept the presst,rre on
offense
The men's hockey team
the rest of the period
through
thoroughly dominated the secRPI goaltender ,.k ept
the
but
their
of
periods
third
ond and
with big saves to
up
game with the RPI Engln~rs coming
four goal lead.
the
maintain.
Saturday night in Troy, New
broke through
·cats
The
-York. But a disastrous first
goal when Riel
second
their
for
an
great
too
be
to
proved
period
at 17:54 of
scored
Bellegarde
obstacle to overcome as RPI
Domenic
period.
second
the
defeated the Wildcats 5-4.
the goal.
on
assisted
Amodeo
.
themput
The Wildcats
selves behind the eight ball Sophomore Adam Hayes cut
early when, while 01:1 the pow- the deficit to two goals when he
erplay, they allowed the -Engi- scored at 19:21. Joe Flanagan
neers to score two shorthanded and Savo Mitrovic assisted on
goals. The first was scored a~ the goal.
· Hayes made the score 5. 2:06 of the first period byRPI's
favor of RPI at 4:13 of the
in
4
·
Bruce Coles. Only 17 seconds
period with an unassisted
third
Jun-.
Joe
Engineer's
the
later,
goal.
eau scored to make the score
UNH outshot RPI 16-6 in.
·2-0.
period and pounded
third
the
onslaught
period
The first
continued when RPI's Tony away in ap, attempt to score the
Hejna scored a power play goal tieing goal but RPI survived the
at 9:03 to make the score 3-0. - scare and held on for the vic.
.
..
.
.
, .
I,., ·,
,_.,•• ' •.
RPI added two more goals to tory. The loss brings UNH's
Despite the 5-4 loss to RPI. UNH made a strong comeback ln the second and third periods make the score 5-0 after one record to 2-1 (1-0 in Hockey
on Saturday (Ben Frazier photo).
East).
,
period.
The Wildcats will trek to
Justw)lenita ppeared the
Wisconsin this weekMadison,
humilia
to
·cats were headed
ating defeat, fortunes turned. .end to play a pair of games
At 2:25 of the second period against the nationally ranked
junior David MacIntyre scored Badgers of the University of
:
the ·cats firstgoal"o n the power Wisconsin.

Wo men 's ice hoc key
pre par es for
'89 -90 sea son
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· sophomore year.
By Heather Grant
Assistan captain Laura
. The banners hang proudly
ended second overall last
Prtsco
Arena
over a cold, silent Snively
They stand as a tribute· to the year with 14 goals and 21 asUNH women's hockey dynas- sists and junior Karen Akre
ties of the past. They mark the · rounds out the starting line
EAIAW hockey champions of witp 12 goals and 21 assists ,
1980 thru 1983., the ECAC last year.
Other returning forwards
---- women's hockey champions of
assistant captain
senior
are
1986 and 1987 and, if all goes
and sophoChaluprlk
Heidi
clean
·The
.1000.as -planned,
ice glistens under the tloures- more Shawna Davidson.
After losing star defendcent lights. awaiting yet anDiFronzo and Loma
Shelly
ers
other lady ·eat hockey powerhouse to bring home the ban- Moody, McCurdy hopes that
his younger players can fill in.
ner.
Molly Matthews,
Sophomore
·
Russ
As head coach
Stiles and ·
Laura
ex-goalie
sea13th
his
begins
McCurdy
son at UNH,.it was easy for him freshman Colleen Coyne and
be tak-.
to sum up his present goals for Brenna Rockburn
defensive
.the
of
much
over
ing
his team:
"I ani interested in devel- responsibilit ies.
"Defense is. a big quesoping team character so ·that
said - Mccurdy. "We
tion,"
we will be able to play well
put it all together yet
haven't
Snively
than
· inplaces other
, Arena," he said. "Our first ob- but I'm optimistic." ~me~ajorc h~ges were
jective is to ~stablish ourselves·
in the goalkeeping--demade
and gain c~nfldence to go _o n
as sophomore Stiles
partment
.
from there:"
With 12 lettermen and (13-6 last season) was taken
· .out of goal to help with the ·
last years starting line all
defense. Freshman F;rln Whitlook
turning, the prospects
·excellent for the Lady ·cats who ten will take over the starting
finished with a 16-6 record last keeper position and another
freshman Kathy Sioan will be
year.
"Our forward line is look- backup goalie.
Once again. the Lady
ing even better than last year,"
said McCurdy. "We!ve got our · ·cats will be chasing- down
best line back; Andria Hunter, Northeaster n and providence
Laura Prtscq, and Karen Akre." througout the season, in the
Senior Hunter who is this hopes of making it to the finals
year's captain ended la~t sea- of the ECAC tournament .
The team will be scrimson with 2g goals and 20 asthis Satruday as well
maging
for
points
100
sists and broke
her career (she ended with 129 as next Saturday to prepare for
career pohits). Hunter has led their s_e ason opener at Boston
_all other UNH scorers since her College on November 16.
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The 'Cats IU"e striving for a win Saturday, hoping tc, gain Yankee Conference leadership (Mike
Parnham photo)..
·
.
·
,
.
.
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YANKEE 'C ONFERENCE
*******************************************~
Team

Matn~

YC
6-2 . ,.
4-2
4-2
4-2
4-2
4-3

--

New Hampshire
Villanova
UCohn
BU
Delaware

Overall
8-2
6-2
6-3
6-3
4-5
5-4

\

. FoiUNH to win the Yankee Conference title and earn an automatic berth to the NCAA
· Division 1-M playoffs many things .need to happen, many out of their control. · First and foremost, they must win their remaining two games against URI at home this
week and UMass on November 18 on the road. Then BU must win their two remaining games
against tiConn and Villanova both of which are ort the road.-This would make a three way
tie at 6-2 in the conference. between BU, Maine~ and UNH. If BU loses one ofits last two games,
Maine would be the Yankee Conference Champion because they defeated all of the other
teams thatcould have 6-2 Yankee Conference iec.ords.
Due to the fact that no one team defeated the other two, the champion wouJ.d be decided
by the tie-breaking committee consisting of the athletic dir~ctors of Richmond (Chuck
Boone), Rhode Island (McKinley Boston}, Massachusetts (Frank Mcinerney), Delaware
(Edgar Johnson) and the 0th.er non-participating schools AD's..
·
The committee will consider collectively, overall record, strength of schedule and record
against mutual opponents.
~
.
,
Keep in mind that UNH could still get an at-large bid to the tournament if they do not
win the Yankee Conference.
·
·

WRITE ·
SPORTS/CALL
862-1490

ASK FOR
KIMOR
JOHN -

FOOTBAL~,
GOntinued. from p. 28

spOrts ·Quiz
·

.

.

·

.

Re-minder: No quiz Friday ·
._ . _ · _- _· _. "~ ' - '·- '· _·

clicking. I knew that if we did,

wo~:el::i~~h~~fl::~~;;

It
coming to a close and UNH still
trailing.12-3, they finally came
up with a big play for a -score.
On-second and 12 at the ·Nova
41, CarrhitBraunewithabomb
·· and the first touchdown of the
game. Lane kicked the extra
point to make it 12-1 O with 1 7
seconds left in the third quarter.
The ·fourth quarter saw
the UNH defense continue to
play tough and their offense
___
• -'- _ __ , _, • .:....
··· ';:..:':.....;.
· ·":...;.;;
':...;:.
.• _;;;_
•• .::...
"-•:..;.:-a...:.
• ....::..
· ___,_
, ''---''--'-' _._
·, ..:....!I
'., .•• s,q ~~tjq~r..~o.,~~.0!°!11~ 9pp~rtu-

·1.-Matthews and Combs 48
. 2~ Ed Frankovic
· 45
·_ - - Tom D' Espinosa
45
Erica Dav'is
·45
5. Chris .Bail~y
44

L---- _- _-

·-

R

points
points
points
points
points

nitles.
First, on third and four
from the Villanova nine, Kyle
Cripps fumbled a pitch from
Carr and safety Chris Hunt
recovered for the ·Nova Wildcats.
1
Then, after Jim Powers
gave UNH possession at the
·Nova 31,-yard line after his
second interception of the
game, Lane missed a -42-yard
field goal attempt with 4:56
left.
.
Fortunately, the defense
held tough and got the ball
back, setting up the last second heroics.

.I

The UNH Wildcats will
continue their quest for the
playoffs with a game against
the Rhode Island Rams at
CowellS~~umnextSatl.lfday
(12:30 p.m.).
URI owns a 3-6 record,
but has lost close games to
Villanova and Boston University (two overtimes).
.
..Right now they're play.: 1
ing very . good football,· said
Bowes. "Since they made a
quarterbackchange four games
ago, they are a different team
than they were earlier in the
year. They scare me as much
as either ofour last two games."
i
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Sports
Men's soccer
falters, 2-0
'Cats drop·last ·gaTTle of
the season to Vermont
By Toby- Trotm~

- season, ·the 'Cats put up a
The men's soccer season strong shoW!Jlg and played with .
ended on a losing note Satur~ great spirit. Th.is courage. was
· day when they lost a 2-0 deC'i- typified by defender Cleveland
sion to Vermont in the first Howartr'who played with a fracNAC semi-finals. UVM (17-2-1) tured foot. ·
.
·
eventually ~at Hartford to win
"Looking _back on the
the NAC Championship.
season I remember losing so
. With two key
--------- defenders many games by one goal. ..
absent due to injury and prior There's not much difference
· commitments, the 'Cats were between this sea~on and the 9~ot expected to beat Vermont 4-1 ,sea-son a few years ago,"
and perlormed well against a · said Coach Ted Garberwhen
side -u nbeaten in sixteen games. asked to review his teams 3- .
\
In the first half UNH 10-2 performance.
played vecy good constructive
Virtually the whole team
soccer but couldn't capitalize · will return next year and Garon any of their opportunities: ber will be looking to players
In between the •posts, UNH suchasAlanJacobson, Smitty
Norm Ford has 802 yards rushing this season, with four straight games over 100 yard~ (Ben goalie Aaron Agrodnia made Peck; Howard and Frank Tru~. several acrobatic saves to deny cott for qiaJor contribution ~
Frazier photo).
the Catamounts -a nd enabled well as Christian Pearsall, who
the Wildcats to enter the sec- - "really came into his own this
bnd half on level terms.
year," said Garber.
Two minutes into the
,.
. '
There is no doubt though,
second period Vel'.mont got that the Wildcats will miss All-''Kick it," was head coach Bill Bowes'. advice to Shawn ·L ane
what turned out to be the win- Conference midfielder Scott
·
ning goal. The Catamount's Brennan. Thl~_year he set UNH •
~fore -he ki~ked his game ipin11:ingfield goal._
Kevin Wylie, Player of the Year records for ail-time goals and
the NAC~ sent a long ball to poi'nts · scored in a year. He .
in
facing fqurth down and four · with 5:27 left in the first half.
By Jeff Novotny
Mike Mason who tallied 21 g~s .In four years
forward
The 627"yard, nine play .
ShawnJ..ane kicked a 38- from their own 33, Carr and
the ball for his and this seasop. scored 14
away
tucked
yard-field goal as time expired flanker Chris Braune hooked drive was keyed by a Carr to 10th goal of the season.
points. The Keene nafive ls ·
to lift UNH to a 13-12 Victory up on an eight-yard c;omple- Bourassa 44-yard pass that
From this moment on "probablythebestsoccerplaye r
Villathe
to
ball
the
brought
·
alive.
hopes
keep
to
tlon
in
,Wildcats
Villanova
over the
Vermont dominated the play. ever'to play for UNH." accord··
"It was a great throw by · nova 26.
Villanova, Pennsylvania last ·
UNH did well to stay in the mg to Garber, and' he takes
At halftime, · Villanova
Saturday. UNH has now won Carr and a fabulous catch by
and it wasn't until the . much of the team's skill and
game
six straight games to improve Braune. That particular play held a 9-3 ,lead.
minute that Vermont creativity with him. But Gar75th
"I was very happy to be
their record to '6-2. The win was the key to the game.'' said
the.win. Sophomore Kyle , ber is still cpnfident for next
sealed
down by just six points with
kept ho.pes alive for a post- Bowes.
received the ball In ·year.
Bourque·
,
A Carr to Barry Bourassa . the number of opportunities
I season birth. .
drtbbled past two
and
midfield
can
thinkathletlealJywe
"I
·
was
"I
Bowes.
$aid
had,"
they
Trailing 12-10 with five hook-upbroughttheballtothe
defenders before scoring with a compete with these teams ... It's
seconds left, a struggling Lane Villanova 21, where UNH calle~ pleased with the defensive ef., spectacular 1 7-yard shot!
. a fine line between winning and
.took the field for the biggest their last tltpe-out with five , · fort." ·
shut losing."
:were
they
Although
·
In the second half, after
setting up
kick of his UNH career. He·had· seconds to play,
1
out for the fourth time this
'Nova drive stalled
another
boot.
Lane's
of
six
only
on
been successful
"
Bowes cited Carr's ability inside the UNH 20 and.Withka
15 previous attempts this year,
.with his longest being a 36 to correctly read the Vill~ova kicked his fourth field goal to
yarder. On the previous drive, presentdefenseas_a big part of · give Villanova a 12-3 lead, the
. UNH defense picked up the
.h e had been short on a 42-yard the drive.
"Carr threw the ball bet- intenstty level a couple of
attempt.
\ The only words of .w is- ter than he did at any other notches. ·
The Villanova offense
dom that UNH head coach Bill time · during the day," said
Bowes had for Lane were "kick Bowes. "He didn't have any tried to increase their 1ead on
it." Which he did, atoning for misreads~ which he did have five drives after that, but each
his ·earlier miss, bringing a ·earlier. They prevented him time the UNH defense held
bright moment to his season from passing deep, so he just tough. They forced three punts
which h~d been filled ~th had to talce the short stuff. and two turnovers.
When Villanova went up ,
Eve:ryth.i ngjust clicked."
,
struggles.
Without the usual tough by nine at 12-3, it force,<\~£:!ifl j/
I'm sure he was looking .
forward to making up for the UNH defense, the fourth quar- offense that had seored·Just
one he missed earlier," said · ter rally would not have been · three points in the first 36
· Bowes. "It was great to see him possible. In the first half,,Vllla- minutes of the game to come
nova drove inside the UNH 20 up with at least a touchdown
make it."
The winning UNH drive - yard fine four times, and were and a ,field goal in the final 24
had started from their own 27- forced to attempt a field goal minutes.
· "I kept thinking to myyard line with 3:35 left in the each time. 'Nova Junior placeWe have to get a toucliself,
game. Quarterback Mark Carr kicker Tom Withka was suecompleted eight ofl 1 passes to c,e ssful on three of the tries . down,'" said Bowes. "I had
account for 50 ~f the 52 yards (from 26, 34, and 321 yards confidence that we could do it, ,
on the drive. He completed away).
The only offense that UNH _ FO._OTBALL, P. 27
passes to six different recetvcould muster in the first half .
. ers.
With 2:20 left and UNH was a Lane 26-yard fieJd goal ·

1

'Cats nudge Villanova , .13-12
·.
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